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MRS. MARTHA
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J. WHITTEN.

The New

Mrs. Martha J. (Berry) wife of Wilson
A. Whitten, died at her home in Searsmont, July 30th, after a period of declin-

Composed of Brooks,
swanville and Waldo,
m>n

Brooks will open for the
:h The following teach-

ing health covering several months. Mrs.
Whitten was born in Palermo, Sept. 25

i.vted: First and second

1841, the youngest child of the late Isaac
and Mary (Turner) Berry of that town.
In 1853 she was married to Mr. Wilson

:hel Cochrane of Frankurlh grades, Miss Mabel

fth, sixth and seventh A. Whitten of Montville where
they
Toner of Brooks; junior made
their home for some time, but later
.erett Felker, principal;
moved to Belfast and to Vinalhaven and
Russell S.

Greenwood,

muis

of

te

Mr.

of

and

lie agricultural course

Fortland,

loved to

talk with her.

Smith Hughes system.
B. Weaver of

a

for a second year as
mercial department. Miss
lrn

excellent preparation,
ling methods, but in gen■tice. Three new typen purchased for this de-

fort and pleasure for others, and her life
was devoted
to lo\ing service for her
She is survived by
family and friends.

husband,

her
teach

to

■

languages,

as-

is

1917,

recommended.

Miss Can-

eminent

!i
ser

is

a

graduate of

a

School and

man

Eastern

experience, holding the
inundations.

has entered.

increase the effici-

to

and

their mute testimony of love
and were typical of the beauty of that
life upon which we believe our dear one

High school allow for deding where it may seem
in the two upper grades.
It
interchange of teachers

eems

Aionzo

H.,

bore

ers

n
s

N.

by friends and relatives, the
Rev. Mrs. Harrison of Searsmout officiating. The bearers were Fred Marden,
Milbury Hunt, Charles Brown and Ernest Wing.
Interment was in the familylot at Searsmont.
Many beautiful flow-

of

instructor

an

Mrs.

attended

success,

of Monroe

daughter,
Claremont,

one
grandson, Wilson W. Knowlton.
Funeral services were held at the home
on the afternoon of
August 1st, largely

and

<iyi8>at Vinalhaven

"ear

one

J. Knowlton of

a

Colby College,

lirm

a

the assurance that she wouid meet her
dear ones in the life beyond.
She was
always ready to sacrifice her own com-

,d

Aortti

For many years she had

believer in the Christian
faith, the teachings of which she exemplified in her daily life and she died with
been

Maine School of Com-

Canham ot

she lived.

she seldom went away from home
receive visits from her
friends who, in return, felt better '.or a
but

teacher of

a

ago

years

uglily familiar with his

.astic,

years

of children.

Green-

University

the

seven

She was especially fond
Her tastes were decidedly
domestic and she was a model housekeeper and homemaker.
In her later
ever

enwood of Fresque Isle
cond year, having charge
:ral work.

Searsmont

where they have since
lived.
Mrs.
Whitten possessed a gentle and amiable
disposition and made firm friends wher-

in most cases the same
last year,

; e

to

came

Mass Harriet 1. CanMiss Jennie Weaver.

ties,

MRS.

JULIA

A. ROSE

hool work.
Julia A., widow of the late C'apt. David
H. Rose, died at her home in North Isles-

building has been thoroughnd is

in

first class condition,

authorities

are

boro, July 30th, having been conlined to
her bed since last December.
She was

well assured

in attendance due primariiv e interest of E. L. Toner,

born in East Northport, Jan. 24, 1837, the
daughter of Nathaniel and Rachel (Pottle! Knowlton.
Her early life was spent
year of very efficient serthere.
Previous to her marriage s le
u.wn has cause to feel that
taught school for a short time.
She had
ar will be metre successful
lived many years in North Islesboro and
f schools.

Mr. Toner has

was

■ard takes this opportunity

its

very great thanks to the
citizens who opened their
:ie
■

The school board

year.

tuition for the coming

of Monroe will open for
Sept. 8, with tne following

M.

essie Cunningham of Mould School, Miss Margaret
iroe, Me.; Center School,
Damm of Swanvilie, Me.;
Mrs. Lena Smith of Mon-

Nealey

f Swanvilie will open Aug
following teachers: Seekins
EfFie Ames of Exeter, Me.;
Miss In/.a

Boyd of

Grtely School, Miss Milif Monroe, Maine: Young
Francis Rnowlton of Mon-

is of Waldo will open Sep',
lollowir g teachers: Bartlett
Sadie Cummings of Waldo,
Corner School, Miss Mildred
aide, Me,; Paul School, Miss
of Belfast, Me.; Whitcomb
Cera Oliver, Garland, Me.
ask fumy questions somein the case of a woman
Central station a few days
said to have rushed up to the
a train which had
just ared him if he could not hold
ist a minute until she could
es shined.”
Maine Central
are uniformly courteous and
ng so far as their duties will
.e
above request was a trifle
wn

beach and the men have so far this seamade seven rescues, Life Saver Harry
Carp on Sunday making the Iasi, when
he saved Miss Rena Merret, who was far
out in the, surf and seized with cramps,
being helpless and going down for the
third time when he reached her. He kept
the unconscious girl afloat until the arrival of the life boat and it was ten minutes before she could be resuscitated.

son

limit.
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ement

in

the

developed

process of reproducing
slowly to a point which was

nt to be sunreme.

Then

came

Phonograph

with

a

Soul”

iiis masterpiece the great Edison has succeeded in
dng out from the reproduction absolutely ALL sounds
Iit the sweet, clear notes of music itself. In fact, the
Edison’s tone is so remarkably pure that great singers
9
that it recreates music rather than reproduces it.
Quality considered,

the New Edison is

moderately priced

at

,J,J

L

in

today and have

our

homelike

us

Chautauqua closed

and fair August 19, 20 and 21, and it is
the general impression that it will be the

gram here
weather

its

five-day prolast Saturday evening. The

demonstrate the New Edison

rooms.

FRED D. JONES
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THE FOLWELL LOG CABIN BURN ED
One of the most picturesque buildings
on the Maine
coast, the Folwell log cabin
on
Warren’s Island, was burned last
Thursday afternoon. The island is near

PERSONAL.
Mr. and Mrs. C.

PERSONAL

Gullifer of Bath
are visiting relatives in this city.
Miss Rita Bickford of Orono has been
a guest of Miss Alice I. Whitten.
H.

perfect during the entire
week and every session well
attended. Gilkey’s
Harbor, Isiesboro, and the fire
There were 526 adult course tickets sold
could be seen for many miles as the air
time since the corporation started having and about
Mrs. A. M. Thomas of Boston is the
seventy-five signatures were was
very clear.
Parties from Saturday
fairs it is going to hold a three days’ fair received
on the contract for their
guest of Mrs. Etta R. Weymouth.
return Cove and
and it is the word of the new association
Temple Heights went down,
in 1920.
One of the strongest incentives
Arthur Littlefield and family of Sanbut nothing in the buildings could be
that the fair this year is going to be a for
the annual visits of
Community saved. In fact the cabin had been left ford are visiting relatives in this city.
hummer. The exhibition program has
Chautauqua is the good the children deopen by its owner and parties went there
Miss Nita Trask left Wednesday to
been so arranged that each day’s program rive from well
directed play, parade and
without even asking permissiom It is visit Miss Ada Sprowl of Lynn, Mass.
will be as good as the other so everyone
Miss Kathleen Fitzpatrick of
pageant.
said that in the 27 sleeping rooms and
will want to plan to come all three days.
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson left
Buffalo was a great favorite with the
baths in the cabin it was found this
The grounds never were in better con- little
Tuesday for a visit in Andover, Maine.
ones and their pageant
Saturday spring that only one door remained.
dition, automobiles can park anywhere. afternoon was very
Mrs. E. C. Walker of Forest
patriotic, pleasing Realizing valuables would
Hills,
be looted the
Camping parties are welcome and are and enjoyable to
Mass., arrived Friday to visit Mrs. Cecil
every one present. Mr.
folwell family had removed many of its
given free tenting room.
Clay.
Durham, the local manager, assures the most
valuable furnishings, including picA very large midway will be in full
Belfast committee that the program for
Mrs. Maud Jeffords Ha/.elton of
Derry,
tures, pottery, etc. The origin of the lire
swing this year and the fakers are going 1920 will be even better than
N. H., is visiting relatives iu Belfast and
the one this will
never
be
to
electric
to be treated
probably
lights. Already
although
learned;
and
year,
price considered that was most it is
known that a party of young people vicinity.
more midway space has been engaged
satisfactory.
Mrs. M. W. Rich and Mrs. U D. Hadwent there for a dance the night before.
than for years in the past.
Charles T. Grilley, the impersonator
have returned from visits in New
ley
The
was
the property of Nathan
building
The association is going to make a has
visited Belfast several times before
T. Folwell of New York. Some claim Brunswick.
of
its
specialty
\
horse, cattle, poultry, and is a general favorite. His
impersona- that the cabin and its original contents
M. T. Marshall of New York arrived
canning, agricultural, Boys’ and Girls’ tions and prose
readings were of real cost about
Club and ladies’ fancy work departments.
$75,000. It was built in !9(I0 recently to spend a few days with Belmerit.
He was ably supported by his
and 1901 and was the dream of William fast friends.
Already over forty horses have been young
daughter, Miss Virginia Grilley, H. Folwell of
entered for the races and some of the best
Rev. and Mrs. Adolph Rossbach and
Philadelphia, who loved
harpist, who was also fine in monologue. this section of
horses in New England will turn for the
Maine, and his family own son George are spending a few weeks at
Hon Albert Edward Wiggam, assisted
valuable property in this vicinity as sum- Pitcher’s Pond.
word and it is prophesied that the track
by Mrs, W'iggam at the lantern, gave an
mer homes, and they come early and stay
record of 2.12 1-2 will be broken this year.
Dr. George F. Eames of Boston is
illustrated lecture on “Climbing the Famlate.
Clean racing is assured as the National
spending a few days in Belfast, making
ily Tree.” While very essentially scienThe building was constructed of unTrotting Rules will be strictly observed
the trip by auto.
tific, a synopsis of a life study of both
peeled spruce logs after the style of the
and every competitor is assured fair treatthe charts and common place illustrations
William T. Norris left Monday to visit
old
Virginian cabins. In the dance hall
ment.
Charles A. Traftor of Sanford is
his cousin, Miss Gladys Ruth Bridgham
assisted the audience to grasp many of
on the first floor was a stone fire-place,
the starter—enough said.
the great truths of heredity.
of Somerville, Mass.
While he the
masonry weighing many tons, and
There will be the following mixed
explained the tendency to inherit physical
J. C. Wade, the Maine page editor of
surmounted by a marble mantel 12 feet
classes raced: 2.14 Pace, 2.11 Trot, purse
characteristics he placed more emphasis
the Boston Sunday Post, called recently
On
the
was
long.
a
2.17
chimney
engraved
$175;
Pace, 2.14 Trot, purse $175; 2.20 upon the mental,
particularly that of in- quotation from
or. friends in Belfast.
Isaiah, “How Beautiful
Pace, 2.17 Trot, purse $175; 2.23 Pace. 2.20 sanity and
tendency to the disease.
Walter Billings of Boston, a member of
the
Mountains.”
On
a marble slab
Upon
2.26
2.23
purse
Trot,
$150;
Pace,
Trot,
Miss Carolyn Reed and the Juvenile
near the mantel were the words,
Mon the Pierce- Billings Co., was in Belfast the
purse $150; 2.30 Pace, 2 27 Trot, purse
Four, Ruth and Ruby Swanson, Fern Up- Reve” (my dream). This hall was 30
by past week on business.
$150; 3 year old colt race and farmers’ ton and
Kobi, the 12-year-old violinist, 60 feet and had a
race.
And it does seem as if this is as
Russell Cook of Somerville, Mass., the
highly polished floor.
gave two programs of most pleasing
On the ground floor were the dining room, well known boy
good a race card as will be found this year
violinist, is the guest of
character.
The young ladies arc stuin Maine.
Entries close Aug. 15th, 1919,
kitchen, etc. The sleeping apartments Mr, and Mrs. Cecil Clay.
dents at the University of Nebraska, and
were on the second floor.
at 12 o’clock.
The bow and
Mrs. Julia D. WTardwell of Boston is
are taking the trip only for practice in
dormer windows of the cabin were its
Hay, straw and stabling free,
the guest of her sister, Miss Margaret A.
their professions.
Kobi won the hearts
chief charm. They were of plate glass
The cattle department is under the
Dunton, and other relatives.
of all with his bright manner and wonderand were encased in deep gilt mouldings,
superintendency of Raymond B. Dyer of ful talent.
Miss Annie M. Knowlton of A'lston,
tnus framing views of beautiful mounBelfast and anyone desiring to enter catThomas Brooks Fletcher, editor of the
Mass., arriv ed Saturday to spend her antle should get in touch with him. Anytains, shore, water and numerous islands.
nual vacation with relatives.
Marion, Ohio, Tribune, gave one of the The
property loss, by sheer carelessness,
one desiring a premium list may apply to
most entertaining
and instructive lecSeymour White, the young son of Mrs.
is
to
the
sentiment
that
causes
secondary
Raymond B. Dyer or to H. C. Buzzell, tures ever heard in
Belfast on “The
the regret of scenic beauty' that will Rena H. White, is at home from Good
secretary of the fair, and either will be Martyrdom of Fools.’’ He
divided fools
Will Farm for a short vacation.
probably never be replaced
only too glad to furnish one.
into two classes the artificial and the
Mrs, Sherman W. Freeman and daughJuly 26th the Folwell family used the
It has been the aim of the association
real.
He di 1 what few speakers on the
cabin for the last time, as their father ter Dorothy of Providence, R. I., have
since it first started to have a grand cavAmerican platform today can do, hold
had requested it used for a picnic party. been in this city, their former home.
alcade of exhibitors and this year the exthe undivided attention of children and
hibition is assured each day.
Among friends entertained were Mr. and
Joseph Pickering Wallis of Beverly,
adults from first to last.
There was a
Mrs. Ralph H. Howes and Mr. and Mrs. Mass., has been visiting C.
I ne usual oxen and horse pulling will
Frances
breathless silence of approval as he touchAllan M. Howes of this city.
be held under new and well defined rules
Welch and Mrs. J. Harry Stinson of East
ed many of the tine topics of his racy
Belfast.
and regulations in relation to drags, etc.
discourse, ripples of laughter as he con
Mr. George Luce, the superintendent of
Miss Alice Parker, R. N
of Walpole,
stantly used a bright, play of words
City Government.
this department, will try to please all and
Mass., now engaged in district, nursing,
hearty laughter at his jokes. He will
competitors.
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
always be heard with interest if he comes
I'he August meeting of the Belfast city
The poultry department will be con- here with
John Parker.
Chautauqua.
government was held Monday evening,
ducted by Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Colcord and
The Russian String Quartet under the
Leroy A. Coombs with his family and
Mayor Wescott presiding, and the followit is not necessary for us to say more.
direction of Leon Weltman of the Weltmembers present; Aldermen Cooper, a party of friends have returned from a
ing
Send to them for premium lists and parman
College, Boston, gave a most de- Simmons, Clements, Hatch and Thomp- motor boat trip to Vinalhaven, where
ticulars.
lightful concert. Prof. W eltman’s violin
Councilmen Howes, Hall, Thomp- they visited relatives.

largest

was

best attended fair held on
these grounds for years.
For the first
and

son;

Mrs. J. G. Paul and Mrs. J. W. Jones

ship with

the

us.

Services will

be

held

at the Baptist
church next Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
Rev
Harry H Upton will supply the pulpit,

:

j

program with two concerts, with
Madam Valeno, the noted soprano of Atlantic City, as soloist.
While good in
ensemble work it also owes much to tha

son, Kimball, Davis and Staples.
The roll of accounts was read and

passed

as

follows:

Contingent.$
School physician
..

Armory.

Superintendent

of Schools.

Street Sprinkling.
Street

Lighting.

Belfast free Library.
City Building.
School Contingent.
School Supplies.
School Repairs.
Paupers.
...

Sewers.

Cemeteries.
State Roadfc..
SidewalKs.
Fire Department
Hayford Account.
Police Department.

Machinery and Tools.
General School Purposes.
City learn..

Highways and bridges.
Maine.

State of

724
50
83
75
283
401
196
71
42
54
53
743
23
63

25
00
15
00
50
25
06
92
74
80
69
58
50
00
1,778 9
324 48
73 57
17 95
9 10
217 67
36123
107 59
2,876 74
39 30

Total.$8 673 64
The report of the city marshal and trial
balance of

the city treasurer was read

and placed on file.
The mayor was authorized to sign
lease for the armory.

Miss Inez E. Crawford left Tuesday to
spend two weeks at North Belgrade, the
guest of her brother, \V. C. Crawford
and family of Boston, at their summer
home.
Miss Clara B. Keating, who is taking a
Miss Mary E. Pierce school in

course at

The petition of the N. E. Tel. and Tel

be subject to the approval of the committee on highway and bridges.

are

visiting Belfast relatives

Harry

Bagley of Lynn, Mass., is the
guest of his aunt, Mrs. Ada E. Wildes.
Horace Chenery of Boston is spending
a

short vacation at Lake Quantabacook.
Mrs.

from

Esther G.

Davis

returned

has

visit with relatives in Lincolu-

a

ville.
Donald Allen of Portland of the Fifth

Artilleo

Corps,

was

a

recent guest of

Wm. L. Luce,
Dr. F. A. Shubert of Plymouth, Mass.,
is visiting at the home of Mrs. George
W. Lewis.
Mrs. Geo. W. Davis left Monday for
Peak’s Island, where she will be the
guest of Mrs. J. B. Porter of Auburn.

Mayor C. W. Wescott, family and
guest, Miss Ada Mitchell of New York,
returned Sunday night from an auto trip
to Peak

s

Island.

Charles H. Field and Mrs. Annie Weeman left recently for Bango- to join Mr
and Mrs. Charles E. Pearl ir. an auto trip

j

to the tVhite Mountains.
Mrs.

Edith
ind

mund

Ila,

Brown and children, F.darrived home Sunday

from Boston where she was the guest of
her sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Cohen.
Mr. and Mrs. Waiter S. Arey of Hallowell arrived Saturday for a few days'
visit with relatives at the home of Mrs.

j Mary E.

Norris. They will also visit
in Camden and in Vinalhaven
'■ before returning home.
relatives

Capt. Pearl K. Gibbs of Wareham and
Lieut. Teddie Moses of Westboro, Mass.,
returned home Saturday after a ten days’
visit with Miss Edith C. Wilson. Both
young ladies are prominent in the Girls’
Scout movement in Westboro.
Mrs. William B. Getchell and daughter, Miss Irene, of Augusta, have arrived
at their cottage on Condon shore.
Miss
Irene, who fell and broke a lib auu injuied her wrist badly, has recently been in
a hospital in Augusta, but is now convalescing.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. Pitcher and
daughter, Miss Adclla, who have been
guests of the former’s
Hartson C. Pitcher, for

mother,

Anyone knowing of the death of a
comrade within the year, please send his
name, company, with date, and cause of
death and place of burial to the Secretary

27 years.

and had lived in Belfast about
Mrs. Heal was gracious, pleas-

past few
weeks, returned Saturday to their home
in Caribou, making the trip in the tour-

ing

car.

Miss Lucy Ross of Searsport. Stanley
Cayting of Bangor and Lieut. Herbert
Partridge of Searsport have been recent

guests of Mrs. Ella T. Mowry and Mrs,
Sumner C. Pattee. Lieut. Partridge has
finished his course at Palo Alto Coliege,
Calif.

Ralph A

Peavey and bride, Mr and

Mrs. Donald A. MacLennan and Mrs M.
F. Peavey, who are at Green Lake for a
few

weeks,

were

in Belfast

Mr. and Mrs. Peavey are
ness trip to
Dallas, Texas
come

to Belfast later in the

Mrs. Susan Clark of Bang

ver

Sunday.

w on a

ing, womanly and devoted always to
home and its highest ideals.
She was a
regular attendant at the Universalist
church and will be missed and mourned

was

afflicted with

meningitis,

which

r w

...

Ruth and Robert Smith., formerly
city, who have

1

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. The funeral was years ago to Allen L. Curtis. She was a
Saturday afternoon at 1 o’clock member of Primrose Chapter, O. E. S.,
from Dr. Lothrop’s home on Franklin
and of Aurora Lodge, I. O. O. F. She
street, Rev. Arthur E. Wilson of the Uni- rarely ever complained of her physical
tarian church officiating, and another
infirmities, but radiated always an influ-

Keating.

returned from visits at Great Moose Lake

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Arthur

daughter Eleanor of

Rominus and

Brookline, Mass.,

have been guests the past week of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E. Owen, and left Sunday for the White Mountains.

E. W. Ellis of Chelmsford, Mass., formerly of Belfast, arrived recently to visit
h;s son, Fred E. Ellis, and other relatives.
Me will remain until after the Swanville
24th to 28thinclusive.

Howard Tibbetts

from

overseas

has

service.

returned home
He received his

discharge from Camp Devens and in a
short time will take up his former position as traveling salesman for Thompson
Mfg. Co.

..

and Mrs Ashley

Mr. and Mrs. Norman S. Donahue have
and

with relatives in

Hartlaml.

Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Lancey of

Hartland,

Mrs. Donahue’s parents, ar.d Miss Alice
Crosby of Dorchester, Mass.

Chesley Reynolds of Unity, who has
been spending the past year in France
and who has just returned home, has been

visiting friends in Belfast. He is soon to
go to Washington, D. C, where he has a
position in the civil service. His mot tier,
Mrs. E. T. Reynolds, who was in th s city
with him, will remain in Unity this summer but will spend the winter in Wash-

ington.

Victrolas

Pianos

Player-Pianos
HEAR THE LA 1 EST

VICTOR RECORDS
AND

PLAYER-PIANO ROLLS
AT THE

Belfast Music

graciousness and consideration
She is survived by three sisters and one brother, Mrs. Webber, Mrs.
Knight Reunion.
Oscar Meader of Auburn, Mrs. George
The Knight Reunion will be held at
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rogers motored Jackson of
Northport and Martin Black
the home of Jonas S. Knight, Westport to Gardiner Wednesday and on their
re- ! of Union. The funeral will be held at the
Me., Aug. 28, 1919.—Mrs. Susan Knight turn will be accompanied by Mr. Rogers’ Webber home Friday afternoon, and the
I sister, Mrs. Emma Davis.
Robbins, Sec’y.
interment will be in Belfast.
ence

of

for others.

“Music

Rooms

Headquarters of Waldo County.”

WILLIAM L. LUCE., INC.,
Phone 234

They

have taken the Pottle cottage at the Battery for a few weeks and are entertaining

held

service was held at 3.30 from the church
in Centre
Lincolnville, and interment
will be made in that town.

Miss
f this

the Hersey Retreat, Sandyp ;
have
gone to Holbrook’s Pond, where they will
spend the remainder of the summer with

her home with Mrs. Webber, who had
always given her the care and attention

of

o

season.

the latter’s parents, Re
A. Smith.

arrived Saturday to spend August
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George 1,

caused curvature of the spine. For about
32 years she had lived in Belfast, making

of mother and sister combined. Although
by many outside of the family circle. a semi-invalid Miss Black worked for a
She is survived by her husband, their
time in the shoe factory, but many years
four daughters, Mrs. Edwin B. Worthen
ago opened a fancy goods store on Church
of Lexington, Mass., Mrs. Maine Hills of
street. She soon won the confidence and
Belfast,Mrs.DeWitt C.Brewster of Brook- love of the public and was so successful
line, Mass., Mrs. Ansel M. Lothrop of in her business that she moved to the
Belfast and by one brother, Frank Parker Main street
store, which she sold a few

busi-

AH plan

The petition of Arthur Thompson for
permission to fish for eels on branches of

she

Mrs.

the

Boston,

Centennial, August

Co. for permission to erect poles on the
Waldo road was granted, the locations to

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Black and son of

Portland

s

The 33rd annual reunion of the Twentysixth Maine Regimental Association, will
be held at Belfast, Maine, August 12,
1919, rain or shine.
You are requested to be present with
your wife.
Business meeting at 10 o’clock A. M.
Roll-call at 10.30 A. M.
At 12 o’clock
dinner will be served by Thomas H.
Marshall Circle.
Comrades will please pass their names,
company and names of those accompanying them, to the Secretary for publication.

L. C. MORSE, Pres., Liberty, Me.
I. A. CONANT, Sec., Belfast, Me.

Mrs. Joseph Perkins has returned after
visit in Bangor where she has been the
guest ol her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Davis on the Davis road.
a

a

personal work of its leader. Their unithe Fassagassawaukeag river was apforms were picturesque and their proproved.
gram varied from popular to classical
George Senecal and S. Friedman were
Methodist
People’s
Church, Rev. | music.
granted licenses as dealers in junk.
Charles W. Martin, pastor; parsonage,
William H. Bray was elected a city
No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11. SunMRS. LULA ISABELLE HEAL.
weigher.
day morning preaching, 10.45; Sunday
Lula Isabelle, wife of Amasa S. Heal
school, 12.00; Sunday evening preaching,
7.30;
preaching at West Northport, died July 30th at the home of her daughHATTIE M. BLACK
Wood’s schoolhouse, 2.30.
Prayer meet- ter, Mrs. Ansel M. Lothrop, whom she
The was visiting a tew weeks ago, when
ing this, Thursday evening at 7.30
Miss Hattie M. Black died at 2 a. m.
public is cordially invited to attend all taken critically ill. She had been an in- August 6th at the home of her sister,
services at People’s Church.
Strangers valid for several years with heart disease ! Mrs. C. S. Webber, No. 4 Bell street.
and complications.
She was born in
in town especially welcome.
She was born in Belmont April 18, 1868,
Centre Lincolnville August 1, 1860, the
the daughter of Simon and Jane (Jackson)
daughter of Emery and Olive (McKinney) Black. When only seven years of
Reunion of the 26th Maine.
age

Sunday school at noon. The public
cordially invited to these services.

at once.

$120 to $285
'fie in

Will hold its third annual cattle show

Parker,

the most

lerful instrument cf all,

"The

Community Chautauqua.

—

e

■

Rose, who lived at home and always

Belfast Fair

—

solos were repeatedly encored as were
have revised the premium list in the also the
piano solos. 1 hey were well reing grandchildren: Charles A., Jr., Eu- ladies’
department and a large display is membered in last season’s
program and
E.
gene
Rose, Mrs. Dana Gardner of promised. Premium lists may be obtained
will be welcomed if they appear in the
Rockland, Mrs. Orgarita Rose Rugg of from either of these parties.
next.
Philadelphia, Geneva Rose of Rockland
The agricultural and canning depart“Our Heritage—How to Preserve
and one great grandchild, Frederick Warit,’’ a
ments as well as the Boys’ and Girls’
lecture dealing with the present day conren Rugg of Philadelphia.
Two brothers Club
exhibits w II be under the care and
ditions, by Congressman Louis W. Fairand a sister also survive, George M.
attention of N. S. Donahue, the county
child, was full of thought and general
Knowlton of Los Angeles, Calif., Byron
agent. Premium lists and information in information.
The speaker is one of the
O. Knowlton of Everett, Mass., and Mrs.
these departments may be secured of him.
few in public life today who is looking
Clara E. Cottrell of East Belfast. The
For some time many have suggested to
the effects of what the world war will
funeral was held at her late home Friday that an
open air dancing pavilion was a
our day and generations to come.
bring
afternoon with Mr. J. Wording, who is necessity on the fair
grounds. This year While Brooks Fletcher urged
people to
supplying the church, officiating. The a splendid new building with modern conthink Congressman Fairfield furnished
bearers were Benj. Heal, Capt. Geo. A
veniences, lighted with electric lights and subjects to think on. He also referred to
Warren, Capt. Marcellus Veazie and best of music, will be ready to do business
the peace conference and thinks that
Frank Heal.
The Eastern Star held its and in full
swing day and night during should be freely discussed. He is one of
The the
committal services at the grave.
fair.
the able men of the day.
lloral offerings were beautiful and abunThe New Belfast Fair this year is going
Mrs George H. Connelly, a special
dant from the church, the Sunday school to oiler various attractions so if one does
representative of the U. S. Government
and the O. E. S. and relatives and friends. not
get you the other will.
and Prof, of English at the diplomatic
The casket was completely covered with
bureau, spoke a few minutes on war savShe will be
roses, the gift of her sons.
ings stamps and treasury certificates.
THE CHURCHES
mourned not only at home, but in Belfast
She urged all to save, to invest, to get
and Rockland where she was so well and
their money’s worth on all purchases, and
St. Margaret’s Chapel, Sunday, Aug.
favorably known.
to guarc their purchases as they would
10th.
Morning prayer and sermon at
Eight Maine Volunteer Life Saving 10.45 a. m. Rev. E. F. Ferris, priest in their money.
Service men are on duty at Old Orchard
Tasca’s famous Banda Rossa, closed
charge. The public are invited to wor-

Exeter, Me.; Village

School,

a

gave her mother unusual care and devotion.
She is also survived by the follow-

h Monroe, Doris Gould of
Washington School, Miss

Mrs. Eva

but

She is survived by two
many years ago.
sons and a daughter, Charles A. and Eugene H. Rose of Rockland and Miss Lena

l_

School,

disposition

Star

f-town students will be $40

ell of

refined

charter member and past matron of Lone
Lodge, O. E. S. Her husband died

continue to do this the

Si'he

and

strong and lovable character.
She was
the oldest member of the Free Baptist
Church and its Sunday school and a

pupils from the near-by

you

identified with all that pertained to
good. She possessed a very

best

gentle

assured of rooms and board

FlWTT^T

_

14 Main

Street, Belfast
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WEEPING ECZEMA
SOON RELIEVED

Belfast, Thursday, Aug. 7, 1919.
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Co.

i
For one square,
ADVERTISING T ERMS.
one inch length in column, 70 cents for
cuts for each subsequent
one week and 37
insertion.
In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION Terms.
$2.00 a year 51.00 for six months; 50 cents
for three months.

Wxsing.
attack of Weeping
Eczema; so had that my clothes
would he wet through at times.
I suffered terribly. I could get uo
relief until I tried ‘Fruit-a-tives (or
l'ruit Liver Tablets) aud ‘Sootha
Salva'. The first treatment gave me
relief. Altogether, 1 have used three
boxes of ‘Sootha Salva’ and two of
‘Fruit-a-tives’, and am entirely well”,
G. W. HALL.
Both these remedies are sold by
dealers at 50c. a box, (i lor $2.50, or
sent by FKl IT-A-'J IYES Limited,
OGDEXSB1 KG, N.Y.
“Fruit-a-tives” is also put up in j
trial size which sells for 25c.
‘‘I had

KOREA.
Korea, the country which is being persecuted b\ Japan, is about two and one
half times the size of Maine and is considerably more than half as large as Japan.
is not definitely known
Its

population

but'

of Us adult taxpayers

census

a

was

taken in 1901 which enumerated 5,608,351
en- ;
people. Hence it is safe to place the
be- ;
tire number of inhabitants as being
onetween 20 and 30 millions, or about
Korea is
of Japan.
the

j
j

population
peninsula about 500

third

miles long, extenda
and is be- ;
Manchuria
from
mg southward
east and, !
tween the sea of Japan on the
sea
Yellow
the
by
most
part,
for the
on;
The southern part of Japan is
the west.
of Korea ;
separated from the southern part
is about 120
by the strait of Korea, which

entered the

I

an

war

j
j

^Good Rxxf

j

and Good Appetite Guarantee

j
!

Good Health

When you have an extra big appetite doesn't it ewe
you a real thrill to sit down to a well cooked meal'
Tastes mighty good—such a comfortable feeling
t,j
satisfaction afterward ! All thoughts of indigestion
are banished
from your mind.

Toppy rad baga, tidy redttna,
hanaaoma pound and na/fpound tin humidora—and—
that claaay, practical poupd
cryetal glaaa humidor with

there have been over

320.000 court-maitial cases in France and
”*****
“The aggrein the United States.
gate of the sentences imposed in all these
cases amounted to something more than
28.000 years.”*****“A clemency board
was appointed by the Secretary of War
and this board has investigated a great

|

but some of the small outislands belonging to Japan are with- !

miles wide,

aponga

moiatener top
the tobacco (n

keepa
perfect condition.

Copyright

by

see

iniquities

were

j

in

the

;

was not

a

to seize

that after these soldiers get

back to

say

it flush up to Prince Albert to produce more smoke
happiness than you ever before collected! P. A.'s built to
fit your smokeappetite like kids fit your hands! It has the
jimdandiest flavor and coolness and fragrance you ever ran
against 1
Just what a whale of joy Prince Albert really is you want
to find out the double-quickest thing you do next. And, put
it down how you could smoke P. A. for hours without
tongue bite or parching. Our exclusive patented process
cuts out bite and parch.
Realize what it would mean to get set with a joy’us jimmy
pipe or the papers every once and a while. And, puff to
beat the cards! Without a comeback! Why, P. A. is so
good you feel like you’d just have to eat that fragrant smoke!

PUT

America the severity is somewhat mollified; but Win: at Andersonville could not

both

Manchuria

remote
is further north, more
I
desirable, and can he

and therefore puss
and
swallowed after Korea
Korea

have been digested.
pendent kingdom more

was

Shantung
an mde-

hold

a

candle to

some

of these men.”

j

Senator Chamberlain has introduced

j

bill which provides that all soldiers who
are or have been under court martial sen-

a

tences, except when guilty of a felony,
than 2000 years
shall be restored to the ranks of the army
it fell una few centuries
and then be honorably discharged as other
ago. but after
800,
About
China.
men have been.
This bill also creates a
der the dominion of
one of three provinces ,
clemency board which shall have power
years Sgo it was
except that |
to review, modify, revise or annul all
which became .ndependent
to China, and
tribute
court-martial sentences imposed during
Korea paid yearly
investure from
the war. The excessive imprisonment is
her kings always received
when
until
1894-95,
not the worst feature disclosed by the
Chinese Emperors
spreau
Korea rebelled and insurrection
testimony which has been secured. After
sent troops
through the country, China
being sent to prison hundreds of men
declared war were beaten with clubs and black
to quell this and Japan
jacks,
she had interfered some of them till
they fainted. I.ieut.
against China because
her. China
“Hard Boiled” Smith and lus fellow
in Korea without consulting
either in diplom- brutes admitted this when under examiwas no match for Japan
out
was compelled to get
nation. The proven cases of brutality
acy or war. and
Japan’s pretext for establish- show that the American prison enclosof Korea.
this time, is based ures in winch American soldiers were
ing her rule there at
1875 Korea, until
in
that
fact
upon the
confined, in France, were veritable hells.
Nation,’
This matter must not be side-tracked.
then known as the “Hermit
the
to
Hard Boiled Smith and his fellow brutes
opened three of her principal ports
treaty
must be punished severely and in full
shipping and trade of Japan, by
slow but
which was forced upon them by
measure.
The trail leads higher up and
steps in
next
The
irresistable pressure.
the public will not be satisfied till every
and acquisition of Korea man guilty of or in any way responsible
the subjugati
ken in the manner shown for brutal treatment of any of our soldiers
w
are
issue of he Journal.
in last week
is given his share of that 28,000 years of
imprisonment,
SOLuIE RS

WERE

ABUSED.

even

if

a

barrel of shoulder

straps are in the prison store rooms and a
of sw ivel chairs are empty in Wash-

score

York, I ington.

Mr. James W. Beckman of New

formerly

a

sergeant major with

our

troops

June 20, 1919,
in France, under date of
Dallenwrote a letter lo Representative
which
ger jf Massac nusetts. This letter,
Oil

would
of The

about

Journal,

a

commit

was

and

CHASING AN UNTRUTH
The NationakCivic Federation is not

half]

a

>f cruelties which American
soldiers dad suffered for which American
responsible. Mr. liailenger
officers wer

prominent representati\es

legations

e matter and became satisinvestigate
fied that the charges made by Mr. Beck,
12th read the
man were true, and on July

to

e

House of

of

business

and industry. A committee of the Federation has been engaged in the apparently hopeless task of trying to overtake

1

letter

a

It is made up of
parirzan organization.
rnen of
especial ability and who are

succession of al-

a

popular untruth which had

a

start of

fifteen years. This untruth was that as
census of 1900 showed a gross product of $2420 per worker in manufactures,

Representatives.

the

This lead to an investigation of the whole
matter hy be House, which is now going
Mr. Ee kman’s letter stated that all
on
his charge, wore reported by ibe Inspec-

and

the average wage per worker was
$487, it followed that labor’s share in the
product was only 18 per cent, against 82
as

R. J.

conclusion

to

Other officers pace testiMr. Chamberthe same sort.
siaiwart democratic
able and

soldiers.

mony

of

lain,

ai.

!

went to the worker and $299 to capital,—

I
j

66.4 per cent to labor and 33.6 to capital,
But plants must be allowed a depreciation

have yet been launched.

on

“Gott
boast.

The Chief Con-

dishonest.

is to build these vessels

we

Daniels' shoulder and

so

mit
Now

uns.”
a

Once

a

German

A

supplication.

wonder

calling

stand before The Golden Bar
of Justice
Then, only then, are we allowed to
as we

Extra Ply,

Heavy Tread.

GOOD LOOKING, GOOD VALUE TIRES
For Sale

by Dealers

Moline
Like

ft

j

/.ess coffee means rco/ economy. Surely you will wish t
prachs
these clays. Buv the Yellow Label round carton, lettered n black
of your dealer. Premium coupon in each.
Thurston and Kingsbuiy Co., Bangor, Maine

omy

I

Call and

the fine values we are
offering in lunch sets, imported from
China, made from the finest linens
and embroide.ed in white, Chinese
blues, green, etc Also centerpieces,
"runners and small pi
see

from the system,
the
blood and tone
purify
the organs of digestion—Use

PILLS

KIDNEYS.

Many Belfast People Neglect Early
Symptoms of Kidney Trouble.

If your back is lame—if you feel
dull,
tired and all worn out—
If you have hard headaches, backaches
and dizzy spells—
If the kidney secretions are disordered—
Suspect your kidneys and “take a
stitch in time.”
Use Doan’s Kidney Pills, the time-tried,

Mrs. W. K.. Vanderbilt tells this story
on herself:
She was doing canteen work in France
during the recent misunderstanding in
that vicinity and devoted considerable
time to entertaining American soldiers in
one of the hostess houses.
Being a capable dancer and attractive, she was in
much demand among the boys.
One
evening she danced several times with a
tall, ftow-haired doughboy who showed
symptoms of great loneliness and talked
volubly about things back in Michigan.
When the evening ended, the towheaded one came over to Mrs. Vanderbilt.
“I’ve had a bully time,” he said, “and
We’re
I want to keep track of you.
moving out of here tomorrow for the
front. But if we get back, I’d like to
look you up over in the States. My name
is Albert Bridgeman, from Grand Rapids.
What’s yours?”
“I’m Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt,” she re-

home-endorsed kidney remedy.

It may save you from some serious kidtrouble.
Make use of the the experience of Mrs.
Anne L. Durham, 15 Park St.
She says:
‘‘I suffered for many years from kidney
trouble and couldn’t find anything to relieve me until I used Doan’s Kidney
Pills,
which I procured at the City Drug Store.
My feet became swollen and burned. I
had dizzy spells at times, when everything blurred before my eyes, affecting
my sight and I
had to wear glasses.
Doan’s Kidney Pills gave me relief from
the first and six boxes of this medicine
cured me.”
ney

Price 60c. at aii dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Durham

plied.
The doughboy scanned her from head
to foot.
“That’s right, chicken,” he said, “fly

had.

j

Foster-Milburn Company, Mfgrs.,
N Y.

Buffalo.

Nil

BUKWHA

HAND MADE LACES
Some splendid values in laces, both
silk and linen, lace collars, mats,
etc.

We would be pleased to exhibit
them to anyone.
Call t
see them
at the Journal office or > Court St
AMY l, WILSON.
SLE M. PARTRIDGE.

>

"jo
7 01

Citypoint,

<>.

Waldo,
Brooks,
Knox,
Thorndike,
Unity,

11
7 :•)
7 id

7.47)

Winner lok

Burnham, arrive,
Bangor,
Clinton,
Fairfield,

JASM'NE TEA
We also have the jasmine tea from
China, which is splendid for luncheons or iced tea.

Waterville,
1

Portland,
Boston, p.

3-05

id id
8.2U
e8.3!>
Sii
11.45

m

TO

BELFAST

! Boston,
i

Portland,
a.m.

7.17
0.45
7.21
7.31
8.27

Waterville,
Bangor,

Fairfield,
Clinton,

TRUCKING
I

am

prepared

to

do all kinds of tr ickin^,

Eurniture and

piano moving a specialty.
Leave orders at
the stable, corner oJ
Main and Cross streets, and they will re.
prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO,
120

Waldo

Avenue, Belfast.

flirt Du ft
74 Main Street.
W. A. Banks.

C. F.

Thompson.

George F. Kent, Druggist.
Tel. 233

1

Burnham, leave,
Winnecook,
Unity,
Thorndike,
Knox,

Brooks,
Waldo,

1*3.37

*

8.52
7.10
7 17

!
1

7 30
i

0.40

'770
Citypoint.
7.7)
Belfast, arrive,
station.
tFlag
( Stops to leave passengers.
Fare from Belfast to Bos1*.
M. L. Harris, Gen'l i
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager, Pori

WANT!
CKt'ON!) HAND HOODS of
tion
Furniture, bedding,
etc.
Antique furniture a apt
have anything to sell drop nuvou will receive a prompt call.
WAl/l’Klt H. Hi
Horner Washington and Fr
l-e1
Tel. 253-5

Belfast.

Notary' Public.

Telephone connections

Clyde R. Chapman,
Attorney
Odd Fellows’

1

except Sunday, as >1 n
FROM BELFASi

Belfast, depart,

>

ECHAflS
(L&rueat Sale of Any Medicine in the World
Sold everywhere. In boxes, 10c., 25c.

A

a m.

ceive

Too

daily,

We have a few fans *>f <• arved ivory
and embroidered silk, with silk
scarfs to match, ah
sandal-wood
and hand-painted fans.

rosy

BELFAST

On amt after July I, l.‘l
necting at Burnham and W
1
trams for and from
throu
terville, Portland and Bo-

<

un

matter

SUSPECT YOUR

|

IVORY FANS

They eliminate poisonous

but makes all the work more definite and
effective by providing official recognition
for progressive breeders.
The campaign will be supervised from
the Department of Agriculture in Washington and in each State by the State
agricultural college. County agents and
other field workers of the Department of
Agriculture and of the State colleges will
handle the campaign locally.
Every live
stock owner actively co-operating and
keeping and using none but pure bred sires
of good quality will be given an emblem
as an official recognition of meritorious
effort.

high!”—Cartoons Magazine.

YOU

cheeks and red lips follow
the use of Beecham’s Pills.

FLY HIGH, CHICKEN.

Cord; The Red Top,

eyes,

The C.

1

blood, stomach and liver in
good order, than in anv
other way. Clear complex-

bright

IF

USE

sightly blemishes, quicker
and surer, by putting your

ion,

Will Use Less Coffee Per Cv

You

Beautify your
Complexion

but to test and strengthen our afTwo army truck trains left Washington | Were
fection,
July 7, their destination being San FranFor that Blest Home, to which, so
cisco, where they are scheduled to arrive
soon, we go.
Tilton a. Elliott.
September 1. An army truck train is
made up of live passenger cars, thirtyBETTER SIRES-BETTER STOCK.
live trucks, all cf army types, two ambulances, six motor cycles, two tank
This is the slogan of a national better
trucks, two kitchen trailers, two water live-stock crusade to be put in motion
tank trucks, one engineer shop truck and October 1st. The plan is to hasten the
one searchlight truck.
Wasting at the | replacement of the multitude of scrub
domestic animals in the United States
spigot and wasting at the bung.
with pure bred or high grade stock and
also to improve the quality of pure breds
The Flouse of Representatives has now
themselves.
The goal in view is greater
more than a dozen investigations going
efficiency in production.
on.
not
The
that
We do
anybody
anticipate
campaign will be the first organizwill be punished for graft or malfeasance ed crusade in a large country to improve
It will inall live stock simultaneously.
I terfere in no way with any work in live
stock improvement now being conducted,

A remarkable Product.1
Every tire worth more
than it costs.
The Over-sizeNon-Skid
Fabric; The Big Fisk

Navigation Schools, Mass. Inst, of Technology. Can i'a- V
Portland. Me.; Engineering School, Ma.. ln.-t. i.f T
APPLY AT SCHOOL, OR STREET FLOOR, CUSTOM HOUSE. BOS'

Him.

—and rid the skin of

IN

and

You Can

low,

as

on

The briiliant wit of the bar looked at
the moon-faced farm laborer, and winked
at his friends and whispered, “Now we’ll
“Have you been marhave some fun.”
ried?” lie began.
“Ye-e-es,” stammered
“Whom did you
the laborer, “once.”
marry?” “A w-w-woman, sir. '.'Come,
my good man, of course it was a woman.
Did you ever hear of any one marrying a
"Ye e-es, sir; my sister did.”
man?”

below,
Then

R AI f >i i N G

<

When

at

seem

tenders.

an

Back

to

NAVIGATION, six weeks
n or
higher, open to men of two years’ deck
.-nee, oc*
p
equivalent in fisheries, or on lake, bay or s*■ i.
FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one month, f.
assistant engineer's license or 1 sgher, open t
int-n 01
■•hanicai
:.d
Lug experience, including locomotive and st.it ionary <-ngim ■••is. m
marine engines,
graduates of technical schools aid marine oil*.-

herb specialist, has been
the people on the Ridge.

we are called
before The Great
Tribunal
To give account of time sDent here

i

men

•t

A double wedding of interest took
place July 26th, in Belfast, when Miss
Zilpha Bessey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
E. T. Bessey was united in marriage to
Capt. Allen Neal. Also their son, Claude
Bessey, and Miss Claribel Jones.

ceived,

!
~^F

schools of U. S. Shipping Board

at

Clement.
Mr. Nutt has just returned
from overseas.
He landed in Boston the
13th of July and came to Fairfield July
21st.
He went to France July 13, 1018.
He is very pleased to get back to the U.
S. A. again.

What has been gained by all this grief
and sadness?
What is revealed of things we once believed?

“regional understanding.”

TIRES

on

|

....

DECK Of FiCErtS
and
ENGINEERS

Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Nutt of Fairfield have been visiting his uncle, Frank

When all the time allotted for the soul's
great mission
Has been fulfilled, and we the call re-

inform him.

Time—Buy

iu4tid

f REE

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clement called
Ralph Clement in Montville lecently.

It is reported that Dr. Augusto Durand,
know,
a prominent landowner and proprietor of
What hath availed our worry and our
the newspaper La I’rensa, has sold apfretting
proximately 800,000 acres of land near
iJ er earthly things which we could not
Huan ico, on the Amazon watershed, to
control;
Three hundred
a
Japanese syndicate.
What we have won by over-anxious getthousand additional acres are in negotiating,
tion
The land lies in the sub-tropical
And the effect it had upon the soul.
belt and is suitable for sugar, cotton, cotThis When we have passed beyond those
fee, cocoa and similar products.
land purchase is considered the forerunshining portals,
And gained that Home of Everlasting
ner of a big Japa: ese colonization scheme
in Peru.
Bliss,
A piece, of land twice as large as Waldo There to enjoy that rest, secure, eternal,
Should we compare that Heavenly
county will afford room for a great numHome with this?
ber of Japanese colonists.
Evidently the Then w 11 we know that all these heavy
is
Doctrine
burdens,
purchasers think the Monroe
All anxious cares and sorrows here bea

only

Nile.',

':

I

tn preparation for license exaui nations

Charles Stevenson of Montville is helping Frank Clement in haying.

sleeping,
Resting in peace beneath her verdant
sod,
Its spirit grave through disappointment
sad, and weeping,
Has winged its way again unto its God;

[

Tlaa lo
i»ny PUh)

Opportunity is presented experienced

Mrs Whitcomb has been visiting her
sister in Montville.

incompetent

When this frail form in Mother Earth is

why the presidents of the big ship yards
We are not
are so much interested.
aware that Congress has authorized the
navy department to undertake this en
terprise or has made any appropriation
therefor.
We think the Secretary of the
Navy should he reminded that he is not
the United States Government, but is
merely a servant, and we think Congress
should place a firm hand on Secretary

j

Next

was

who was

WHEN WE SHALL KNOW.

the Secretary of the Navy to immediately
appoint a committee to supervise this
great undertaking. If the navy department

to

as

^

k
5?

U. S. MERCHANT MARIi

KNOX KIOGE.

of crossing the Atlantic in

structor of the Navy and the presidents
of the big ship building giants have asked

ike 21st day of July said in
‘‘Mr. President, the lates* ciiarge which at 5 per cent is given as
the Senate:
information I .a ve is lliat smee America 1 $124 per worker. This leaves $764 to be

Senator,

and who

four days. These ships are to carry both
freight and passengers and if built will
be much largei than any ships which

on, the product falls to $889 per worker,
and ol this amount. $590 and not $437

!

or

long, capable

j

i

office,

The United States Shipping Board proposes to build two ocean racers 1,000 feet

appeared

Marsh,
Army, a.so told the committee of cruelty

in

but the report of the hearings
will be printed in the Congressional Record.
We shall at least be aole to reach a

before | cost of materials was $1395 per worker,
the investig al. ng committee and confirm- | which must be deducted. There is left
Deed the charges made by Mr. Beckman. S1025 as tie product per worker.
Chief of Staff of the U S. ; ducting taxes, insurance royalties and so
Gen.
General

.....

Reynolds Tobacco Company, Wsnston-Salem, N. C.

practically 80 percent to labor
and 2U to capital as interest and profits.

divided,

General of the Second Army Corps per cent for capital.
The committee has caught up with the
to the General Headquarters of the AmerThe $2420 is gross product. The
ican Ex pedi t 1 or ary Forces, and July 23, I lie.
Inspector

i

.-t LMJr A
ii*

FREE COURSE

tor

the

1
t

.."IIIIUIIIIII*
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against
glad to

eVEREAV

"

GUA5

system. ”****»

that have been practiced
these soldiers in France. I am

\t

Co.

Pettingell Andrews Comp my, Poston, Mass., as Distributors.

the Spanish Inquisition
marker to some of the cruel-

ties

x

Belfast Steam Villa nizinvr

“Mr. President:

hut the initial step in Japan’s acquisitive
Korea has gold, silver, coal, j
fox trot.
other things besides
copper and many
^
needs. Shan- ]
which
Japan
mere acres,
The
opportunity
country.
lung is a rich
these provinces has come.;

This battery carries a written Guarantee of eighteen monthi
Service; and we, as EVEREADY Service Station, see to it that
made good. EVEREADY Service means entire elimination uf 'j,.
mobile storage battery trouble. Why don’t you Rive us a trial?

euch

years.

|

1911

K J. Reynold#
Tobacco Co.

that

lying
many cases, but not ail, with the result
Arthur
in some 50 miles of Korea. Port
that recommendations have already been
a few j
which Japan took from Manchuria
made reducing the total amount of senhas since been converted1 tencesfrom
years ago and
28,000 years to about 6,700
-..aval base, i
into a most strongly fortified
That reduction shows that there
Korea and 75
is about 170 miles west of
We can now
Shantung.
of
north
miles
Arthur was
Port
of
that the taking

Why not guarantee your motoring comfort by putting aa
good storage battery—the EVEREADY in your car tosatisfy the needs of your starting, lighting and ignition servi o>
It banishes all worries. Ruinous sulphation —the indigo
of storage batteries can’t afflict the EVEREADY.
extra

Building,

at

Automobiles

Law,
Belfast, Mai.;c,

Formerly with Williamson, Burleigh
8C McLean of Augusta.
25tf

Cottage for Sale

At East Northport, furnished cottage of
6 rooms, bath, electric lights, garage,
etc., on high land, and water front, overlooking bay; near stores, hotel, golf links
and Bangor S. S. landing.
JOHN A. ROBERTS,
103 Summer Ave., Reading, Mass

WASHED
on

short notice

at

t

h-

Windsor Hotel
STABLE
WANTED, CHEFS, COOKS. «
RESSES, chamber maids, lain
general and kitchen workers, etc
family, hotel or restaurant. Apr
Hawley, 780 High St., Bath. Tel
4w29

v

^

SHOULD NOT BE DELAYED.

Raising

Silk

apparently,

an

effort is

neH

We hear constantly that numbers of
alien trouble makers are to be deported

d upon a commercial
!, by the men who have
much time and eifort for
rs to experiments in the
worms and the growing of

of the enterprise is
.i,, said to be a “practical
mug years’ experience”
prominently identified
:\ in Armenia and other
ribing the success of Dr.
s it was stated that he
merits near Austin with
to wild mulberry trees
year harvested six crops
iing 75 ounces; in the
«>f cocoons weighing 225
e third year six crops of
u 575 ounces, which quanhan doubled the fifth
iso stated that “equally
obtained from the farm
to embrace more acrever

quoted as having
as
twenty-one
may be produced each
the industry as far as
in was

many

as

ed has

no

known natural

of the company, it was
ivide mulberry trees for
rm farms and
to supply
original sfbck of eggs
furnished free of charge,
agreeing ‘‘to purchase all
eg by the farmers at a
-five cents a pound.” It
is thought that a very
! raw silk will be coming
e
within the next few

\H,” BABY ELEPHANT
\LT LAKE CITl

elephant, which lived for
was only 2ti inches high at
made up in weight what
ght, as it tipped the scales
Its home was in Liberty
ke City, where it became
It was
sands of children.
baby, for its owners rer it, at six months of age,
vns decreed that no amount
id buy it, a valuation of
Ali.-idered not too high.
the best of care, ‘‘Prince
Idenly last March of clogIts keeper states
arteries.
•nipts to rear elephants in
e failed so far.
Hi TO PEACE.

II

the noise of battle,
the stress of strife,
dying rattle
k the close of a life,
ss sphere where mortals

:

r

a

cause

to

the country.
W. D. Haywood, forsecretary of the 1 W. W., now out
bail, states that he is about to begin a
tour of the country.
All know of the
unrest and disorders that have been instigated by the I. W. W.
The alien population is very largely responsible for domestic troubles and for
the plots and attempted crimes against
leading men and the government and
there is a way of dealing with these unsired residents.
It is difficult to bring
home their guilt but it is within ourrights
to deport from this ountry men who plot
and fulminate against the government
and have no liking for our methods of
government. There is no room for such
gentry in the United States and they
should be sent back to the countries to
which they owe their allegiance and sent
back soon.—Bangor Commercial.
*

THE AMERICAN LEGION.

lament;

—

organization of the

of the greatest war in all history, in which America bore an honorable and conspicuous part.
It will keep
alive the memories of the heroic gallantry and bravery of the Americans who
responded to the call to make the world a
decent place in which to live.
General Logan launched the Grand
Army ot the Republic just after the Civil
War. The passage of time has nearly
ended that organization, but praises be, it
has lasted long enough to see the healing of rhe bitter wounds of war and the
sons of the Blue and the Gray veterans
have fought side by side under the same
The torch which is about to
starry flag.
fall from the failing hands of the G. A.
R. will be taken up by the American
Legion and carried on to a glorious future.
All honor and success be theirs.—Tampa
veterans

Times.

served.
they tried to
tragedies of

was

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure catarrhal
deafness, and that is by a constitutional
remedy. Catarrhal Deafness is caused by
an intlamed condition of the mucous lining
of the Eustachian Lube.
When this tube
is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or
imperfect hearing, amt when it is entirely
closed, Deafness is the result. Unless the
inflammation can be reduced and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing
will be destroyed forever. Many cases of
deafness are caused by catarrh, which is
an inflamed condition ef the mucous surfaces.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine acts thru
the blood on the inudous surfaces of the

by

ns proper environment,
;rum many parts

ur--

c

c

-ludy

and plan if
and soul for

school for college prepa"fo-rs pract'i il courses for
paring for college.
a:

present three phases
of Denmark’s building difficulties—
land, materials and money. The land
question can probably lie settled and also that of materials, but a general arrangement of the financial question
must first be made.
The cost of building has increased from 310 crowns per
square meter ($7.72 per square foot)
to 720
crowns
per
square meter

■

■

at

The Fool Streak.
“The fool streak is as much an ordained organ of the human body as
is the conscience or tiie appendix,”
assorted old Festus Pester. “It is that
attribute which prompts us to overestimate our own importance, to fancy
that we can beat the other fellow at
his own game, to believe that the average Hon. is infested with a herd
of friends who devote their lives to
earnestly soliciting him ti run for office, to accept pomposity for ability, to
dash after dashing widows, to expect
a man with u horse laugh to have
horse sense, to plant congressional
garden seeds, to call cltance acquaintances ‘Brother,1 to buy nonessentials
on the installment plan, and so forth.
The conscience can he reduced or eradicated by moral suasion. The appendix is removable by an operation. But
the only efficacious method of getting
rid of the fool streak is for tii ? victim
and carefully and
to seat' himself
prayerfully pluck it nut a little at a
time, as one picks the basting threads
out of a new7 garment or the hones
from a sunfish.”—Kansas City Star.

Practical courses including Sewing. Home
Eeonomics, Domestic Chemistry Debating,
and
Business
English and Arithmetic.
Wholesome rivalry in ali sports.

particulars, address

SARGENT. Litt.D.. Principal.

1UILDINGS

are

tlie extent of 00 per cent of the increased costs, which are 100 per cent,
so that the houses cost the corporation -10 per cent more than before.

Buildings and dormitories are of the most
beautiful type in New England. Its location
in a hamlet having no resorts or distracting entertainments, affords conditions most
ideal for study, yet homelike atmosphere is
maintained.

WM. E.

FORTY

ACRES

Russia

!

Limits

Marriage Age.

Some bygone lawmakers would have
been in sympathy with the Brooklyn
millionaire who maintains that at
eighty-six he was too old to he legally
In Rome, under Emperor
.married.

I Augustus,

passed forbidding
I men to marry when they were over
1
sixty, and women when over fifty.
Peter the Great also disapproved of

Hat More Bread
Bread builds health and

strergth.
For delicious flavor and
for the greatest food

value, make it in your
own home with

WILLIAM
TELL
FLOUR
SWAN-WHITTEN

CO.

DISTRIBUTORS

Lnredo, Texas—Down in the
land made famous by the roaring
bull and revolutions, they are pulling a new one. The Mexicans are
investing their money in War Savings Stamps.

Hundreds Buying Stamps.
to reports, the Mexicans
not purchasing these securities

According
are

BANNER

a

law' was

senile marriage and enacted that no
marriage contract should hold good if
cither of the contracting parties was
over eighty at the time it was entered
upon. This law is still enforced in
Russia, or, at ail events, was enforced
until the bolsheviki enrae into power, says the Detroit News.
Land Women Still Needed.
Women's land work in tirit a in lias
made unnecessary by denot been
The
women’s
land
mobilization.
is calling for 51.000 recruits
army
there, as it is said to be impossible
to obtain sufficient male labor for the
crop work.
Still Upset.
“Wife finished house clearing yet?"
I had to go to the
“Guess not.
cellar this morning for a clean shirt
and I found the garden spade in tin

the Plains section of the village were
badly damaged by the hail and cucumbers were literally chopped up by the
deluge of ice. Glass in windows was reported as being broken out and numerous
trees were blown over, making sad havoc
of light and telephone wires in their
A large tree near
wake.
Grange hall
completely crossed Pleasant street and
stopped travel except on foot through thaf
on

thoroughfare.

Look for
the name:

CORN YEAR

John T. McCarthy of Lewiston has 156
of Uolden Bantam sweet corn growing for the Heart of Maine Canning Plant
in So. Monmouth, which he pronounces
the most thrifty that he has ever grown.
It is expected to produce 600 tons of corn
to can on the cob, and the entire pack is
already sold, in localities ranging from
Massachusetts to California, it being in
great demand in hotels, dining cars and
restaurants. Other canneries throughout
the state are preparing for the biggest
pack in their history this year.—Maine
acres

WRIGLEY5
must

not intended
“These securities
to be negotiable and for the protec
in
then
case
tion of the
owners,

The Flavor Lasts
SEALED TIGHT

Mitchell, Ind.—“Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound helped me so much
during

the

time

1

lookingforward
the coming of my

was

to

little

one

that I

recommending

am

it to

other expectant

mothers. Before
taking it, some days
I suffered with neuralgia so badly that

I thought i could
not live, but after
taking three bottles

of Lydia E. Pink-

egetablo
Compound I was entirely relieved of
neuralgia, 1 h ad
gained i n strength
ham's V

and

was

around

able to go
and do all

my housework. My baby when seven
months old weighed 19 pounds and I feel
better than I have for a long time. I
had any medicine do me so
never
much good.”—Mrs. Pearl Monyhan,

W hen You See
The

Mitchell, Ind.

Jersey Tripl-Seal

Factory

There is

Locations,
They

are

Sites for Summer

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

flavored,

in hulk

or

Tripl-Sea!

bricks.

READ & HILLS,

♦

!

/
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d
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!>:cr,

for I
\

us,
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DRUGGISTS

s »r:>' u :•••«

♦

•.

start in life.

Undeveloped
Water

Power,

Unlimited FlawMaterial
AND

Good

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

Dry-Firm-Tatty. Altogether
Always Ready.

Communications regarding locations are invited and will receive attion when addressed to any agent
of the Maine Central, or to

MAINE

CENTRAL

PORTLAND,

For
Low

—

**

—

This has been proven by test.
Patronize the best friend you have in your neighborhood,
\ the grocer who sells SUPERBA Squash and the dozen and one
other SUPERBA Vegetables, Fruits, Berries, Teas and Coifee
that comprise the superb SUPERBA Food Products.
919
Why not Buy By The Case, assorted?

RAILRCAD,
MAINE.

Sale

'(Jr

^
V

Milliken-Tomlinson Co., Portland, Maine
SUPERBA

on

the Label:

—

SUPERB for your Table.

>ltWj

price second lend perlo

[end

kitchen stoves,"

fJ. A LSI IN, McKEEA.T

TO LET
j

Good

Saves YOUR time digging up the hatchet to split ordinary
squash, removing seeds and fibre; cleaning and washing.
My— Such Pies as it Will Make And More of Them!”

INDUS'!RIAL BUREAU

future citizen, thus not

An eight room house with bath on
Union street; also a fclarge garage.
All
modern conveniences.

Dr.

Apply to

MRS. J. W. JONES,
33 High Street

23tf

THE REMINGTON ARMS U.M.C CO. INC

Bricks

made of rich cream, and pure.

give opportunity to those desiring to
a change in location for a new’

only benefiting them individually but
materially bettering the community

yjL

true-fruit

to

make

firmly establish the saving habit in

Firearms 6 Ammunition
|!iH
M Write for Catalogue

triple significance

A sale by

[started.

i n Grand PrizeMafeB

a

Try Jersey today,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Not alone at the Oxford orphanage
has Thrift Stamp enthusiasm developed, Miss Shotwell writes, for the
Oxford Girl Scouts have sent, a defiant
challenge to the Oxford Boy Scouts
to beat them in a summer savings
contest.
The boys are not expected
to back down and a spirited race is
expected, which, it is believed, will

m Ask Your Dealer OB

(ream

Jersey Tripl-Sea!

Farms,
Camps

Cream,

cream.

in hr.ck form is first wrapped in
pure vegetable paper,
then put in a clean carton, which is wrapped in a
glassine paper that keeps it absolutely clean—and
keeps it longer.

Quarries,

Flotels and

Ice

Jersey

health restored duringthis trying period
by the use of Lydia E. Piukham’s Vegetable Compound.

Mill Sites,

oi Ire

package

on a

you know that it is real ice

Good health during maternity is a
most important factor to both mother
and child, and many letters have been
received by the Lydia E. Pink'nam
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., telling of

One Cent For Each Rat.
From Miss Mary G. Shotwell, field
director for North Carolina for the
War I> an Organization of the Fifth
Federal Reserve District, comes the
account of what the children at the
Oxford
irphanage are doing. These
children, she says, do not have a
great deal of money, but what they
get, M:ss Shotwell says, they invest
in Thrift Stamps.
Recently rats and
mice oegan a spring drive on the
barn and the orphanage superintendent offered one cent for each rat
The children
brought to his office.
mad>
a
splendid counter attack,
catching and killing a number of the
pests. Even the girls, forgetting their
traditional fear of the furry little
beasts, joined joyfully in the chase
and a number of Thrift Stamps were
nought in consequence.

K”" —mWSi

KEPT RIGHT

£

Thrift Stamps.

one

it.

tents—the beneficial goody.

Letter Published by
Her Permission.

When the cat’s away the mice
wi 1 play--bnt not at the orphanAt this
age at Oxford, N. C.
thrfty institution the destructive
lit tie rodents are being hotly
pursued by the children—not
only the mice but even the big
gray rats find no rest—and as
they are caught they are sold for

than

it good until

preserving the delicious con-

Should Read Mrs. Monyhan’s

CHILDREN CATCH MICE
EARN THRIFT STAMPS

more

we

—impurity-proof-guarding,

TO BE

tary will exercise every means within
the power of the Treasury, and has
asked the co-operation of the Pos
Office Department, to prevent pay
ment being made to those rascal:
who are buying the certificates and
Stamps for less than their redemption
value and promptly turning then in ti
the Governir ent. for redemption at a
profit, and serves notice upon thos
people who are engaged in this dis
reputable business that this is tie
settled policy of the Treasury."

Contest

good,

Hence the sealed Package

cost

MOTH®

necessities required, provision was
made for the redemption of War Sav
ings certificates at post offices upon
ten days' notice, at a fixed prici
representing the original purehas
price with an addition for interest.
“No obstacles have at any time
been placed by the Treasury in tli
way of redemption of these War Sav
ings Certificates, and it should hi
generally understood that the owne
of a certificate has an absolute righto redeem it in accordance with it:
terms.
Any case of refusal to male
such redemption, if brought to the at
ten tion of the Treasury. will result ir

KEEP
get

you

Built for the South American trade at
of §200,000 and having a carrying
capacity of 2.000 tons, the four-masted
schooner, Helen Barnet Griug, was
launched from R. L. Bean’s yard, Camden, last week. Boston is the hailing
port of the schooner which registers 1,350 tons gross and measures 190 feet on
the keel. The ow’ners are Boston parties
and the builders.
Coal will be taken to
a French port on the maiden voyage.

were

and

not enough to make

Farmer.

a

Helps appetite
digestion.
Three flavors.

▼

year.

Warns Traffickers in War Savings Securities

hummer

All in sealed
packages.

mid weather is the assurance that the
Maine corn—and sweet corn especially—
crop never looked better at this time of

GLASSISSUES
SHARP NOTICE

parlor."
Snowballing was the sport enjoyed on
the Plains. Skowhegan. early Tuesday
morning, July 29th, following the hail
storm between 2 and 3 o’clock. Large
pieces of ice were found late in the
afternoon by E. H. Morrill and brought
down town for exhibition. The gardens

Wwfel

The only solace vouchsafed us for the
suffering from the continued hot and hu-

($17.93 per square foot). This is discouraging private initiative and corporations are now conducting one-third
of the building enterprises in Copenhagen and the provincial cities. To
help these building corporations during the war, the government voted prompt action.
This was not sufficient,
$1,000,000.
Prevent Payment to Rascals.
and by a law passed February 5, 1018,
“The Government needs the money
provision was made to finance these and hopes the holders of War Savings
corporations and compensate them for Certificates will retain them, but wi!
some of ttio extra expenses of building.
place no obstacle in the way of thos
All in all the state and municipalities bonafide holders who request pay
subsidize the building corporations to ment.
On the other hand, the Seen

We have been loaning the Allies at the
rate of $500,000,000 a month and spending $1,400,000,000 in the same period.
How much longer can the drain continue
unless heavier taxes are imposed and
more loans
floated, especially since the
Federal Reserve Board warns that any
further increases in expenses will have ’
to come from the proceeds of new linanc- i
ing involving the sale of notes or bonds. 1
It is a time for strictest economy. All
j
plunder bills must be suppressed ruthless- !
1
the
of
extravagance
and
waste
orgy
ly;
must cease and a policy of rigid economy
must be enforced.

For catalog and

News.

Building in Denmark.
There

HEBRON, MAINE

cough
n .ill

And now, during the past four years,
the dog has given such a proof of his
faithfulness to the best traditions of the
dog race that all over the world his praises
are being sounded. The story of the wardog and his doings is gradually being
pieced together. From the very beginning of the war, as one writer has expressed it, dogs “had a paw in it.” When
the Germans invaded Belgium, the harness dogs, which up to that time had been
used for hauling milk, vegetables, and
other produce, began to assist the refugees in getting their children and household goods out of the invaded country.
Later they hauled light artillery, and
carts laden with blankets, bread, hay,
and scores of other things for the comfort of the soldiers and their horses. Dogs
did sentry duty in the trenches, patrolled No-Man’s Laud, carried dispatches
through barbed wire entanglements, amid
a hail of
bullets, and, above all, added to
the laurels of their ancestors through the
ages by seeking out and helping the
wounded everywhere, on the far-flung
battlefields of Europe and beyond.—Christian Science Monitor.

Because of the numerous report:
of dishonest traffic in Treasury
Savings Certificates and War Sav
ings Stamps reported to him. Secretary of the Treasury, CarteGlass, has issued a warning to
holders and future buyers of thesi
In hi:
Government securities.
warning he urges those now hold
ing these certificates to avoid al1
dealers and redeem these securi
breakfast the coffee cake ties only through postoffiees. SecThey tried to slice it,
retary Glass’ warning reads as
hack it, but alas, all the
follows:
today are not in the
To Protect Buyers.

trenches.—Indianapolis

i ebron Acade my
h< 1 r!s countless opportunities
‘.--awriUo boss and f;r-sigh id
H' W run y .ur boy or girl
i> and responsibilities of that

risen any that si*; could see and
not be ready for the evening
meal.
She could, however, tell the
young husband of her good intentions,
lie was vitally interested and suggested to wifey baking it later, and
having it with the morning coffee. A
taken
into
neighbor,
consultation,
thought perhaps it had been chilled,
and suggested placing the bowl in hot
water, which was done.
Together, the young couple watched
It, but the stubborn disposition was
still with it.
At twelve o’clock the
young husband lost patience and retired, with the remark, "If it were
mine, I would throw the darned thing
In the garbage can.” Not so the little bride; she had been reading too
much of waste and conservation, so
she stayed up, sleepy though she was,
until 1 a. m., when she placed it in
the oven, hoping against hope that
the baking would bring out its good

Qualities. At

j

non-shot costs as much as
d a workingman’s wages;
woman’s teacher’s salary;
workingman’s house; four
education.

THE DOG COMES INTO HIS OWN.

a

(would

American Legion is worthy of
sympathetic consideration of all good
new

an

BETWEEN REVOLUTIONS
MEXICANS FIND TIME
TO
HH5IJI w. s. s.

surprise for hubby at dinner that from Uncle Sam because of the beaunight. The recipe, like many others, tiful pictures on the stamps, but bewas not definite; it left
something for cause they know a good thing when
older, wiser heads to know—for in- they see it. This became known restance, that the yeast germ is killed cently, when a Mexican camo into
the post office at Laredo, Texas, and
if put in hot milk, and it did not
say
to cool before adding the yeast.
purchased $100 worth of War Savings
Therefore she mixed the ingredients Stamps. He stated that hundreds of
all at once. Throughout the day she Mexicans are purchasing War Savwatched It.
Each time she looked a ings Stamps as a means of safely insullen mass greeted her eyes. It had vesting their money.
on

We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine.
All Druggists, 75c.
Circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.

the sands are reddened
f the cruel gun;
rare children saddened
when the day is done,
of men, send peace
s
whose strength is spent,
hem to dwell with Thee
■: of the Soul’s Content.
Lillie V. Kronk.

:

he was of coffee cuke, the kind his
mother used to muke, all fat with
raisins and spice and all things nice.
After his departure for the office,
the little bride looked
through the
recipe. It looked easy; you took one
cake of yeast,a pint of boiled milk, so
much butter, sugar, etc. She decided

system.

>m the lilies of peace
of the Soul’s Content.

_e

was hard, as
she had never been
taught the art of cooking. The young
husband remarked one day how fond

mer

It is

Cookto

The little bride was having her first
adventures in the culinary line and it

on

Americans.

CAKES

Please Hubby.

over

The

COFFEE

Wifs;' Didn't Know Much About
ing, but Would Try Anything

revive interest in silk
country. In April the but no real start appears to have been
nounced that a farm of made, the shipments of the malcontents
\as, was being developacross the Atlantic seemingly waiting
Silk Plantation and
upon the action of Congress to provide
at
capitalized
oinpany,
The Attorney General
necessary laws.
he “prospects are en- of the State of New York
says that there
production of silk on a is a wide-spread plot against our instituthat “the industry has tions and that its
ramifications extend all

I

rlnS I

Hester

Brown,

Block, Belfast,Me.
Res. 265-11

Tel. 247-3.
Office hours 10 to

12;

|EYE, Howes’

1 to 4.

Other hours by appointment.

RHICHESTER S PILLS
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
A
Ladle*: A«k your Hriiffelst for
C'lil-chou-ter s IHuninnu Ttrnud/VW
k 1*11 (h in lied and L.old metalllcVl^y
5 boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
\/
1 lake no other, liny of your
r IJi-nsrarlKt. Askfor€III.CirE*.TER 9
I»IAJIOM> ItKAMl PILLS, for 84?
years known as Best. Safest, Always Reliable

EAR, NOTE and THROAT.
Builtliiu), Tuesdays.

OFFICE HOUKS-9 lol 2, 1 In 5.

»

13tf

SOLD BY DRL'GQISTS EVF.R^WHERt

RESIDENT

REPRESENTATIVES
WANTED

OSTEOPATH,
Odd Fellows

DR. CLEMENT

Chance to make money at once and establish a permanent, profitable business,
our proposition of interest to every one in
the United States. No investment re-

quired, protected territory, exceptional
opportunity to augment income for attorneys, real estate, insurance, farm implement

men, etc.

Write for our co-opera2w31

tive plan.
National Securities Co., Inc., 29 Broadway,
New York.

FreedomAcademy
Freedom, Maine.

4gricultural, English and Preparatory
Courses.
For full information address

HARR\ M. WOOD, Principal,
28

Freedom,

Maine.

SICK KIDNEYS
MAKE LAME BACKS
Cause broken, unrefreshing sleep,
and in mam’ eases that tired feeliim
that makes it so hard to get up ir,
the morning. They also cause 1”
of appetite, lack of ambition, am.
other troubles. »
Hood’s Sarsaparilla contains the

medicinal herbs, barks, roots, etc.,
that strengthen and tone these or-

gans, and relieve their ordinary ailments. Take it.
And if you need a laxative tab
Hood's Pills,—they work right.

Colonial

SWANV1LLE.
Mr. Elbert Moulton of Brooks was
Sunday guest at Mr. James Brown’s.

CONQUER WEAKNESS

a

your powers of
resistance at highest peak. It is
as natural for

by keeping

Mrs. Sarah Crockett is ill at the home
of her

sister,

Mrs. Luella Nickerson.

was

the guest

of Miss Elizabeth Kelly in Belfast during

Chautauqua week.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Craney and Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Trundy motored to Am-

Marden of Medford,
Some Big Plays the Last Three Days of ; Mass., has been the guest of her sister,
Mrs. A. C. Cunningham, the past week.
This Week.
Mrs.

—

Scott & Bowne,

Bloomfield, N. J.

one

of the “classiest” artists in mot;on

Orrie Emmons is

employed

at

have been realized.
In “The Love Burglar” Friday Wallace
appears in a wholly delightful characterization, strong, virile and artistic.
On Friday, also, a Bill Parson’s two-act

comedy.
Vivian Martin.

Saturday

Vivian Martin is the star in the latest
Paramount picture, which comes here
Saturday. The name of it is “Louisiana,”
and it’s founded on the book, of that name
by Frances Burnett.
Vivian Martin, as we don’t have to
point out to you, is one of the most
charming iigures on the screen. And
Frances Hodgson Burnett, as “Little Lord
Fauntlerov” proved to you, can write the
most appealing of stories. And that, it
strikes us, is rather a line combination.
We hope it strikes you that way, too.

all report

a

The folds of the Stars and Stripes of the.
Union which he helped to save draped the

grandchild and son Woodbury Burd
stopping at Mrs. Henry Hills’.

Several relatives from Stockton,
I)r. F. C. Small of Belfast, his son Henry
Harriman and wife and grandson Percy

Mrs. Frank Aiken and daughter, Miss
T ranees Aiken, of Brewer are spending

Harriman and wife of North Searsport,
Interment was in
attended the funeral.

with

the U. S. navy, to mourn the loss of a
devoted husband, father and grandfather.
The sorrowing family has the sympathy
of

a

large circle of friends.

WHITE’S

CORNER, Winterport.

Mrs. Julia White, spent several days
last week in Searsport with relatives.

cently.

are

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey were guests
of Walter Smith and family in Newburg

George Emerson and Mrs. Mary Grant
recently.
are working for Willis Kelsey.
F. P. Clements and family called
Miss Lottie Nason of Jackson is workMiss Mabel Earle of Thorndike
recent

was

a

guest of Miss Mildred Webb.

Master Norman Shinies of Sanford has
been

helping W. G. Brown in hay.ng.

Roscoe Penney, who has been overseas
the past year or more, returned home last
week.

Admiral

and

Brooklyn,

N. Y

Irving

Irons of

Providence,
New York, Mrs.

R.

on

was

the

Wright,

last week.
Mrs. Orilla B. Cookson, G. L. Spaulding and D. E. Lovelana of Unity spent
the week-end as guests of Herbert Hadley and family.

Batchelder and friends,
Mr. and Mrs. John Sylvester, Mrs. True
Elms and Miss Lilia Sprague of Belfast
were guests at the home of Miss Batchelder’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. BatchelMiss

Grace

der, July 21st.
Misses Edith and Farie Hadley are
spending their vacationwith their brother,
Herbert C. Hadley. Miss Edith holds a
in the
position in the history department
Federal Hill School of Bristol, Ct. Miss
Farie is principal in the Broad Brook
Grammar School, Broad Brook, Ct. They
will return to

weeks.

their schools in

a

few

day

spending their vacation
usual.

as

of Mr. and Mrs. John Palmer.

Mrs. John Hutchins of Brooks spent
two days at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ed

Thompson,

the past week.

N. Smith and Miss Fannie Clement of

Searsport

were week-end guests of their
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White.

White,

for four

weeks,

has returned home.

Mr. and Mrs.

Marrich and party who
motored from Canada to visit in town,
arrived home in Canada without mishap
and enjoyed the trip greatly.
J. W.
and

Noble, who came
located, does not like

Mr. and Mrs. E.

A

Robertson gave

going-away party for their
who started

for California last

greatly enjoyed by the young

was

people,

a

Ralph,
Tuesday,

son

and all wished him success in his

start in life for himself.

are

Barden, who recently had
Tapley remove a cancer from her
face, is making a splendid recovery and
is now in Northport for several weeks
and then expects to return to her son
Fred’s before returning to her home in

Mrs. Charles Walker went to Belfast
!

Saturday

and when starting for home her
horse took fright at a large water tank.

She was thrown out and struck

I.,

on

one

shoulder and side of her head, hurting her
badly. It is said that no bones are broken
but she is not yet able to be removed to
her home.

CENTER

visitor last week at the Temple Heights
some special stories on the
musical talent summering in this vicinity.

MONTVILLE.

Miss Margene Foy is passing this week

Inn, working

W. H.
manager.
Bickford is to have charge of the packing.
elected Mr. Couant

as

LITTLE

RIVER, Northport.

A.

Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Burd of West Med-

D.

Baker has sold his

Mr. Edwin Bird of Medford, Mass., has
arrived to occupy his picturesque summer
cottage on the high bank overlooking the

Mrs. F. E. Carter of Waterville
recent guest of her

mother,

was

a

bay.

the guest

of her

daughter,

Mrs.

C.

while.
_

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
bears
the

Always

Signature of

Licensed

B.

I_

Frank Whitcomb of Waldo, who has
bought the J. A. Sprowl farm, has moved

Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Condon and
Mr. and Mrs. O. M. Giverns of Pittsfield
were
week
end
visitors at
I'emple
Heights. Mr. Condon was formerly a

One (26 in 1 grindstone,
frame and in nice run1
good tackle with 120 fee:
bone grinder that was nn

Mrs. Zelpha Dickey of Denver, Colorado, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Georgia
South Montville.

food chopper,
GEORGEG
S3 Bridge s

Mrs. J. O. Bartlett and daughter, Miriam, of Newton Center, Mass., were last

Thursday at J. H. Bartlett’s.

1

After

a

vacation for the haying season

8

9th.

sia

Mrs.

S.

L.

Harmon of

Brockton,

WANT!

msrca.

Union Harvest Grange resumes its regular meetings Saturday evening, August

MOTORTRUCKS START LONG TRIP

WINDSOR HOT^
I am paying 2 1-2 cents p.
rags and the highest mars
papers, magazines, iron, n,
bags and burlaps. Rhone :
postal and 1 will call prom
SAM FRF,l
16 Cross St,, !'■

gone to Boston and will go from there to
their home in New York.

Miss

Perley Brown
of Week’s

Greta,

Mills, with Mrs. Jed Dubois and daughter, Miss Emily of Wildwood, N. J., were
Sunday guests of Mrs. Emma C. Cush-

For Sn

man.

Slabs at $2.50 a cord ar
at $ 1.00 a cord while t

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gilpatrick and
children Helen and Vaughan, with their
niece, Miss Inez, who have been guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Volney Thompson, returned

to their home in

Danforth,

At Milton Hills'

on

Upper Bridge, Bell

Tuesday.

DODGE’S CORNER

Searsport.

FOR SAI

Bayside, owing

to the large
number of reservations which have been

Catherine Hills of

Winterport enterIn order to accommodate the 200 tained girl friends at their cottage last

social event tables will be
auditorium. The

menu

will consist of sal-

a

Mrs.

At the Country Club concert Sunday
a most delightful program was

Gordon,

artists,

Houstin

Carrie

of

Mass., arrived last Friday
niece, Miss Harriette

evening

by noted

her

including

for

soloist of the Metro-

a

and will visit
M. Nickerson

few weeks.

Mr. and

Ernest R.

and Mrs. Gordon’s little

daughter Jane. The Misses Dalossy, the
Rumanish girls, who are summering at
Temple Heights and studying with Pelle-

1j[
j

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR! A

Apph

MISS LOUISE 1L\.
DUNION & MOIL"
25
the start of the long motortruck train which left Washington
recently on a journey which is to extend across the continent. The fleet of
60 trucks and 200 men, said to be the longest truck train ever assembled, Is in
charge of the motor transport corps, D. S. A.

Bella

NOTICE
While

Somerville,

Mrs.
Nickerson, son
politan Opera Company, M. Pelletier, a
Winfred and daughter Alice of Portland,
conductor at the Metropolitan, Vaughan
arrived last week and have opened their
Hamilton, violinist at the New England
for a month.
Conservatory of Music, Mrs. Hamilton, a cottage

popular pianist,

Charles B. Hazeltine

Here Is

two weeks’ vacation.

Hugh Ross Seavey has been in town
visiting his brother Charles and calling
on old friends and neighbors.

after the entertainment the guests will
a djourn to the club house for dancing.

Mme. Jane

OAKS,” a sumnn
Murphy’s 1'oiut, property of

Almond D. Rivers of Worcester, Mass.,
has joined his family at their cottage for

laid in the

cold meats, hot rolls, cake, coffee,
etc. The stage in the auditorium will be
most convenient for the program and

furnished

“THE

week.

I

f.

NOTICE

Mr. and Mrs. Barry Carter, who have
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gay’s, have

daughter,

CHAMBER
AT THE

been at

Mrs. Gustavus Brown,

A

and

ard.

and

A r ONCl

Part of the Finnish legion operating against the bolshevik! in North Rushere shown at a halt during a march across a frozen lake.

are

Roscoe Whitcomb of Waldo, were Thursday guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. How-

It has been decided to hold the annual
cabaret of the Country Club in the audi-

who wish to attend this annual

__

for Sa

and is getting his hay.

Pease,

5"

Belfast, Maine.

Clement’s Sunday.

sev-

Em

License

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cooley with Mr.

ads,

and sister
Miss Frances Thompson
Etta from Somerville, Mass., and Mrs.
J. H. Elwell of Boston, Mass., were recent visitors of Miss M. F. Elwell. Parties from Albion who come for their
nsual clam bakes on the shores of the
bay, were here on the 3rd of August
leaving their autos at Miss ElwelPs mean-

Undertaker

Mrs. W, D.

Mrs. Edwin L. Arno of Bethel has been

to Boston, but has returned here for
eral weeks more.

more

Win. L. (. Hi

Tasker.

Miss Susan Brown and Miss Ab-

bie Couillard.

or

on«

Marathon

auto to Will Weed of Bath.

ford, Mass., arrived Thursday night at
their cottage at Lit tie Riv r where they
will be joined later by Miss Katherine

made.

Finnish legion fights

in Thorndike.

and Mrs. Holt of Hartland were at J. J.

A.

Penobscot Bay
Electric C^ompany

Wiuterport.

Saturday by boat for his home in Read- j
ing, Pa. Mrs. Deisher accompanied him

E.

You get terms if you act Now

Mrs. A. A.

Dr.

Mrs. flattie Clements add son Edmund
visited Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Batchelder in

Nealey July 27th.

Please don’t ask for easy payment terms after August 12--

left for California last Monday, accompanied by his nephew, Ralph Robertson.

ville recently.

Henry Luce and family of Newburg
Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
were guests of

$5.98 for the best iron made

her last spring
the climate and

Cushman.

Jackson, Sunday.

$1 down
$1 a month

Charles Clement of Searsport, who has
been in the employ of his uncle, H. P.

Wade, the Maine page editor of
Sunday Post, was a two days’

torium at

Miss Nina Crocker of Dixmont
guest of her sister, Miss Merle R.

are

Mr. and Mrs. David Moody with Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Moody were guests, Sun-

B. Chambers of
F. J.
Wells of Mcrrimac and Mrs. H. A. Caswell of New York are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. G. F. Karriman at Kelley’s Cove.
J. C.

Mass.,

at the Oscar Dow farm

George Burd of
with their daughter and

Larby of Caribou
Mrs. Mary Eastman has gone to Union arrived at the home of A. G. Larby SatBelfast boy but has resided in Pittslield
<o care for Mrs. Mary Kelsey Leonard,
urday for a two weeks’ visit.
for a number of yrears.
who is quite poorly.
Miss Louise Libby came from Bangor
Mrs. J. A. Eiwell and the Misses
Mrs. Abbie Penney, Misses Edna EastJuly 29th, to spend the day with her Thompson of
Somerville, who have been
man and Ina Giggey called on Mrs. Annie
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Libby.
their sister ^nd cousin, Miss M.
visiting
la
week.
of
st
Aborn Friday
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Bickford accom- h. Eiwell at Little
River, have gone, the
The Boys’ and Girls’ Club wit hold a
panied Geo. Hopkins and family of Mon- Misses Thompson to Bangor and Mrs.
meeting and ice cream sale at the school- roe on an auto ride to Prospect Sunday. Eiwell to visit in
Belfast.
house, Knox Center, Friday evening,
R. L. Clements and family returned to
Seth M. Milliken of New York,
Capt.
Aug. 14th.
tneir home in the village July 29th, after who is a guest at the home of T. George
Mrs. Jennie McGray and Mrs W. J.
a month’s stay with F. P. Clements and
Dodworth, won the cup in the men’s
Neal of Waldo went to Moosehead Lake
family.
elimination handicap tournament, offered
where
a
few
for
weeks,
they
Tuesday
Mr. Milliken defeated
Mrs. Hattie Clement and Miss Avis by Ira M. Cobe.
have employment.
Harqoail returned to their home July Hugh D. McLellan of Boston 7-8.
anwill
hold
its
W aldo County Grange
The weekly bridge game at the Country
28th, arter spending three weeks in Masnual Field meeting Tuesday, Aug. 26th, at
sachusetts and New Hampshire.
Club was held Thursday and was well
Dean
Merrill,
Ring’s Grove, Montviile.
Captain Willis W. White of Sargent- attended. Mrs. Stearns of Brookline held
director of the Agricultural College, U. of
ville is at C. B. Jewett’s for a few weeks, the highest score and Mrs. George W.
State
O.
Thomas,
and
Di.
Augustus
M.,
Each refrom surgical treatment re- Davis of Belfast tvas second.
Superintendento: Schools, are to be pres- convalescing
ceived a box of Page & Shaw’s confecCommunity singing ceived at the E. M. G. Hospital.
ent as speakers.
Mrs. P. H. Reed, Mr. and Mrs. Walter tionery.
and readings by Mrs. Georgie Parker of
Dances are being conducted at Temple
Belfast will furnish a good program for Reed and Miss Hazel Reed of Fort Fairfield made a brief visit at A. R. Well- Heights each Wednesday and Saturday
the day.
Everybody welcome.
man’s on their homeward trip from a evening under the direction of Manager
Lane, who is running the store here.
JACKSON.
visit in Portland.
Carter’s orchestra of Belfast is furnishThe directors of the Winterport Fruit
Miss Doris McKinley spentseveral days Growers’ Association met at C. M. Con- ing the music. The programs are very
affairs.
last week with fi ends in Brooks.
ant’s Monday evening, July 28th, and pleasing

ley.

Mr. and Mrs. George Curtis and daughter of

Mrs.

<1

ELECTRIC
IRONS

William Curtis, who has been ill at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Martin Nickson, has returned home.

cottage.

Mrs.

many

are

W. Morris Deisher, who has been at
his summer home on North
Shore, left

Mr. and Mrs.

Miss Lena Rose of Brooks spent several
days last week with Miss Hattie McKin-

friends of Mr. James Webpleased to learn he is recovering
from his injuries.

several weeks at Northpoit as the guests
of Mrs. Daniel Dillingham, at her

Lewis,

Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Robertson in Swan-

ing for Mrs. Willis Ricnardson.

The

ster

the Boston

Clements and Amos and Tyler
Conant went on atishing trip to Etna re-

nearly through haying and
light crop.

Sunday guests of his father,
Mr. Ed Gross.

sons were

which

Mrs. Mabel Phillips and two children
Greenbwn Cemetery. Mr. Harriman was who have been
guests of Mr. and Mrsj
a
good soldier, a good citizen, a good Robert P. Coombs at
their cottage “Bluesons
neighbor. Fie leaves a widow, two
water,” at Northport, returned Saturday
Henry and Frank and two grandsons,
morning to their home in New York.
Percy of North Searsport ana Harold of

F'. P.

KNuX
Farmers

North Shore.

casket.

Special Extension of Easy
Payment Terms on

Mrs. David Moody spent the past week
her daughter, Mrs. E. E. Clement
of Searsport.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gross and two

Mrs. R. L. Flanders.

also of Belfast, sang two selections
A profusion of beautiful flowers attested
the high esteem in which he was held.

Brier,

Briggs.

Mr. and Mrs. William Small of Monroe
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. H.

P. White.
Miss

12

August

Mrs. Ashley Mitchell of Portland is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Sarah

“Fatty,”

pictures, and this, probably, accounts for
Modern
his ever increasing popularity.
screen heroes wlic possess the personality
of Mr. Reid, and whose portrayals are
characterized by intelligent conception
and artistic depiction, are just what the
directors are searching for and in “Wally”
Reid, their most sanguine expectations

Until

Mrs. Arthur Ellis is in Jackson for a
week’s visit with old neighbors.

19-7

Mr. Ralph Robertson gave a going away
Mr. Forrest Harford of Belfast is workparty last Saturday night. In company ing for Chester Sheldon.
Thursday
with his uncle, Mr. Noble, he left for
Mrs. L. C. Ross who has been quite ill
This is just a line to let you know that
California Tuesday.
for a few days is improving.
Susie May is to be married. Who? Why
Mrs. Carrie Houston of Boston is the
Mrs. C. A. Sheldon has been ill with a
“True Heart Susie,” the heroine in the
guest of her niece, Miss Harriet M. Nic- severe attack
of acute indigestion.
new Artcraft picture with Lillian Gish,
and
Mr.
week
Last
is
ill.
who
kerson,
L. S. Southard has sold his cottage on
which comes here Thursday.
were
Mrs. Charles Moody of Winterport
Birch Crest to John Rogers of Belfast.
Yes, in the end she marries him, the Miss Nickerson’s guests.
sweetheart of her youth whom she sent
Mr. L. Berenson and family of New
Lowell,
Mrs. Grace
Edgecomb of
to college with her savings. And although
York are spending the summer at South
Mr.
of
Maine, who has been the guest
unaware of the identity of his benefactor,
Shore.
and Mrs. W. E. Damm, returned home
he never thanked her, and although he
Mr. C. F. Caul of Boston has
her
by
was
She
accompanied
last week.
engaged
married another girl, Susie waited for
the E. H. Knowlton cottage for two
and hostess as far as Bangor.
host
him with the quiet patience of true love.
weeks.
The members of the band are eagerlyThe tragic death of his unfaithful little
Miss Olive Wadlin arrived
instruments.
of
their
arrival
the
Monday
child-wife finally brought her into her awaiting
own.
A unique feature of this hand is the night to visit her parents, Capt. and
directed
this
master
David W. Griffith
membership of several ladies. Mr. H. D. Mrs. Wadlin.
romance, and Robert Harron is leading
leader and we
Mr. George Wadlin arrived
You remember Farnham is an efficient
man with Lillian Gish.
Sunday
their woik in notable Griffith produc- wish them all success.
morning for a visit with his parents,
Meet them again in this new pictions.
Cards recently received read as follows: Capt. and Mrs. Wadlin.
ture and know that your heart’s response
anto true humor and pathos is as strong as “Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Nickerson
Capt. Orrin J. Dickey is spending a few
ever.
nounce the marriage of their daughter
weeks at his attractive and convenient
“Fatty” rides into this picture on an Gertrude to Mr. George J. Suter, Jr., on cottage at
Temple Heights.
old-fashioned, high wheeled bicycle and
ninehe falls off it into—Love—boiling, palpi- Wednesday evening, July thirtieth,
L. A. oavage and friends of Brewer
tating love! And there’s a villyun. He teen hundred and nineteen, Everett, Mas- were at the
Country Club Thursday afcomes and cops the girl and under the
sachusetts.’’ Mrs. Suter has always spent ternoon
for golfing and dinner.
load that encases “Fatty’s” fragile bones
more or less of her vacations in the suma
heart that was oozing with affection
Miss Emma Fisher who has been visitmer with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
darn near busted.
ing Capt. and Mrs. Wadlin, has returned
Friends here wish the
You ought to see how “Fatty” comes H. M. Chase.
to his home in Washington, D.
out on his love affair.
C,
May we expect young couple a long life of happiness and
vou Thursday?
Mrs. Etta Wright of Camden has been
prosperity.
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. MatMr. Sewell B. Harriman, another of our
Wallace Reid, Friday
thew Leadbetter and sister, Mrs. Donald
most
and
oldest
respected citizens, passed
Dodge.
With each new production in which he
away July 31st, after several years of
appears, the reputation of Wallace Reid
Mrs. Alma Dodworth Tartoue is visitat
the
were
held
health.
Services
and
is
for versatility
proportion- failing
artistry,
ately enhanced. What we have said be- church Sunday afternoon. Rev. A. E. ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. Geo.
fore regarding Mr. Reid, we repeat'—he is
Dodworth at their summer home on
Wilson of Belfast officiated and Miss Kale
D. W. Griffith's Play and

have

Waterville.

returned to

NORTHPORT

Wendell

Thompson

Mr. and Mrs. Henry

to strengthen as it is for your
food to nourish the body.
j
If you would conquer weak- !
ness-increase your resistancetake Scott’s Emulsion often.

hurst Saturday night, returning Sunday.

Theatre

SWANVILLE CENTER.

Sootfs Emulsion

There is to be a dance at Comet Grange
hall Aug. 11th. Music by McKeen’s orchestra.
Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson

were unable to keep their engage*
ment, but with Mrs. Gordon will, sing
later in the season. M. Pelletier hopes to
give a concert when Marie Sundelius, a
noted Swedish prima donna, is his guest.

tier,

CONDENSATIONS
Drug supplies of various classes
low In the Canary Islands.

are

very

The Eskimo is tliu name of a magazine published at Nome, Alaska, for
the Eskimos of Uncle Sam’s settlements.
Previous to the war Belgian cotton
mills operated about 1,850,000 spindles,
of which about SOO.OOO could be run

A reflector concentrates the heat at
the top of a new electric cook stove.
The service flag was never used in
any war previous to the world war.

now.

Farmers around Seymour, Ind., say
that many of their chickens which
have fed with a fine relish on 17-year
locusts have died.

History shows that previous to the
abdication of the kaiser 50 of the
world’s most Important rulers had
given up their places.

^

we

have discontinue

turing boxes, we still have a
of windows, frames, lumber,

i

Hard wood suitable for
boat work.
We are prepared
work of all kinds.
J. C. DURHAM, H>

etc.

Caution Notice
All persous are hereby wane,
trust or harbor my wife, Rosaler
as I shall pay no hills contracte
after this date.
Searsport, July 17, 1919.
30
MARK.L. POK

Store

Progressive

The

Valorus A. Simmons has bought the
Jesse E. Wilson and his
young son
fuel and hay department of Cooper & Co.,
Jesse E., Jr., who have been guests of
Ralph L. Cooper, proprietor. Mr. Simthe former’s mother, Mrs. Jefferson F.
mons was for several years manager of
Wilson, for several weeks, left Saturday
the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co., which was
for their home in Fort Collins, Col.
sold a few years ago to Cooper & Co., and
Mrs. Edward M. Corliss left last
has for some time been assisting Mr.
Sunfor her home in
Plymouth, N. H.
Cooper. Mr. Simmons took possession day
She was accompanied to Poland
last Friday and will move the business to
Springs
the office formerly occupied by the Fuel by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Simand
was joined there by her
mons,
& Hay Co., next block on Front street.
husband.

We are receiving NEW GOODS every week. Our business is the
in the history of our store, so we feel like buying the NEW
We strive to keep up to the
igs as they come on the market.
ute in the lines we carry.

1

vile of Trimmed Hats

A

NEW SHIRT WAISTS

C! KAN UP on all our trimmed
We are offering you at big dis: any trimmed hat in our store,
know what we mean when we
discount on hats. You know
mean to give you a discount
v.ll make it worth your while to

We are becoming recognized as the
store with the big stock of waists in
voiles and silks.
Only a day or two
ago we received two shipments of
waists in Georgettes, Crepe De Chene,
Voiles, Tailored Pongees, etc., from a
large Philadelphia factory. We are
now showing waists from S2.00 to
110.00. Just remember that our stock
is always large and our prices are

HUDNUT’S

always right.
forget where you can find
mst complete line of exquisite
floods.
We always have a
erupting assortment of the nice
that go to make a lady’s dressble complete.
i

Good

Yams

Shepherd

July showed

a

big revival in yarns.

Do you know that you can knit or
crochet a fancy sweater for yourself
at about half the cost of a factory
made one? And too, you can make
We have the
any style you desire.
right yarns for your needs. Good
are
finished
so niceYarns
Shepherd
ly that you will enjoy yourself working with them.

“DOVE”
Undermuslins are the kind
will always wear after you have
had them.
Gowns, Envelope
ise, Corset Covers, Petticoats.
\e

Gloves, Hosiery, Jersey Underwear, Buttons, Corsets, Percales,
ngliams, Sheeting, Fine Nainsooks, Silk Petticoats, Laces, Haraurgs, Large Assortment Pocketbooks, and a general fine assortment
; findings you will always find at this store and no trouble to show

TERMS

CASH

H. H. COOMBS
Masonic

he News
NEW

of Belfast

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Hall K Wilkins have taken down the
Beaman store, so-called, on Main street
and are grading the grounds.
They have
the frame of their new storehouse
up and
i will

Seekins offers residence at Citysale.

near the corof Main and Cross streets
appreciate
the improvement in the road since the
street department
has
removed
the

T. Connell and Prances Louise
a card of thanks,

ledge

The

card of thanks.

The street

in

this

has been widened and gravelled*

Dickey-Know!ton

Real Estate Co.

Heights to Dr. C. R. Simmons
land, who is occupying it this

live-room

of Oak-

summer;
also the sale of the store and
cottage at
Iemple Heights owned by Mrs. Elizabeth
B. Smith of Wanatchee,
Wash., to Maud

••dv. of wood lots and field for sale

report.
Norton advertises the Essex car,
become a familiar one on

Mas

;

highway.

blasting

report the sale of the cottage owned by
John Simpson of Rockland at
Temple

family of the late Wallace M. Ellis

every

by

vicinity

i’enobscot Bay Electric Co. offer
ision of time to August 12th for
n ments on electric irons,

a

have it ccmpleted.

ner

publish

wants

soon

Everyone doing business

W. Whitten, Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
and Wilson W. Knowlton pubtrd of thanks.

Whitten Co.

C.

of Main and Front streets.

rst National Granite Bank, Au:vertises their bank established
v ith
ssets over $3,500,000.

a

Maine

The Consumers Fuel Company are installing a set of Fairbanks scales in front
of their new ofiiee building at the corner

<

s

Belfast,

Lower is grading the ground in
front of his store of antiques and furniture repair shop on Main street.
G.

P Carle advertises the McCall
f'-.r blouses and carries beautiful
! crepes for making them.
Jones advertises the New Edigraph that re-creates music,
i listen to its demonstration,

is

COMPANY,

High Street,

Temple,

of office desk for sale,

Tackard Lane of Chelsea, Mass. There
has been a good demand for
cottage property on the Maine coast this season and

olonia! Theater advertises picgram for Thursday, Friday and l prospects for the future are very good.
lay.
Mr. and Mrs. Leander Bean of Swan
Coombs Co. is offering more new
merchandise which is arriving ! Lake avenue, the former 84 years old and
lay, a sale of trimmeG hats and 1 almost helples and the latter 72 years
old,
special values.
wishes 1 lie Journal to express their
apMam L. Luce, Inc., advertises Vic- !
preciation of a recent kindness of their
anosand player-pianos with rec*.
rolls at the Belfast Music neighbors, who would not for a minute
j consider pay. Fred Wood got up a bee,
ancis parish lawn party August and with his own machine and the assist! 13th.
ance of Theodore
Wood, Robert Ford,
1

j

j

Milliken
naming

has

honored

Edward

member of the
Commission of Maine.
as

a

Evans
new

Among the out of town guests
Mrs. Helen Gray of Bangor, Miss
Maude Bridges of BucKsport, and Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas
of
the

our

were

of

Water

j

hie to pay at once.
ce hours.

See his advt.

writer was pleased to receive last
lay a souvenir postcard of Rio de
from Capt. Wm. R. Kreger of the
L built schooner, Jennie Flood Krc-

for her guests.

At the Ward alley last
Wednesday
evening Belfast won from Rockland 1762
to 1658.
The score:

'<>

he card
is

dated June 17th, when
well with the vessel and her galwas

BELFAST

French.

£owies.

87
90

Pinette.103

83
94
85

Thayer. 73

aptain.
II. Marshall Circle will furnish
for the 26th Maine Association,

mas

in

Thompson.

69

83

98
98
86
75
89

Total.

Belfast

and colfee and

next

all members

1 to help cook for

are

same.

92
Mayo
Phillips....,. 97
Robinson

Hickey-Knowlton
sold

Real Estate Co.
the residence of Capt. George

iwyer, upper High street, t,o Robie
of Morrill and the residence of J

"idon,

364
382
360
317
339
1762

ROCKLAND
Tuesday,
miier will consist of
84
beans, brown Barnard. 86
87
79
94
salads, pickles, cake, doughnuts, Fogarty
-g
meets

96
100
86
80
98

Cedar street, to Capt. SawBoth parties take possession Aug.
they have sold the Pendleton cotA Temple Heights to Alfred Bruce
! "ston.
They have rented the E. H.
■wlton cottage at East Northport to
! haul and
party of Boston and the
J. Lowe cottage at the Battery to

Total..

79

85
77
70

g,
g5
33

y8
8g
8i
7Q
7y

road,

and took

a

header

in

brated

his twelfth

birthday

and

gets

a

and its wonders....Bert Small has sold his
farm in Swanville and has taken the
Cunningham Bros, store at North Belfast,

afternoon at 6 o’clock. The Belfast Band
will give its first concert of the season
at that time.

Mr. E. S. Pitcher assisted
by Mrs. C. W. Wescott and others will
lead the community singing.
Songs fa-

miliar to all will be sung.
Pres. Robt. J.
Aley of the U of U. will be the speaker
of the evening.
Pres. Aley is one of the
foremost educators of today.
Having

everyone

will be

in attendance to make

this the most enthusiastic meeting ever
held in the interest of the High school.

not are invited to attend the meeting and
show iheir interest in the High school.
Hon. Hugh D. McLellan of Boston, a

Webber and Beulah Allen of Lewiston; zine, will be present to address the State
tines, Agnes Hill; piano selections, Board and special guests. It is the first
Allan M. Howes and Miss Marguer- time the State Board has planned to
e H
Owen; vocal solos by Charles F. meet in Belfast in the past 26 years and
Hammons, Harry Coombs and Miss every effort will be made to have the
'Wen Como of Stockton Springs. The occasion a very pleasant and profitable
Public is cordially invited to attend.
session.

HAILS THE ESSEX
report the satisfaction they exat the way people speak of their cars.
It increases their pride of ownership. Motorists
and even boys on the street hail the Essex with
some such greeting as “There is an Essex.”
Essex

Every

owners

wanted quality in

to have been met in the
Essex owner you meet.

perience

Essex Performance Is

Always Mentioned

car that possesses quality and
moderate cost and without the
expense and weight of such cars as formerly
were the only ones that possessed those advantages, has given way to openly voiced admiration.

Curiosity in the

performance at

1

There is no uncertainty to the owner as to
Essex performance. Drivers know
positively
that their cars will meet any acceleration or end'd. ance test they impose.

They know they can match the performance
of whatever car they encounter.
There are now enough Essex cars on the road
to permit you to note their performance.
They
are always in the lead when
quick acceleration’
is desirable.
They hold their own on the road
against cars regarded as the fastest. They keep
going and require little attention.
The repair shop is no place to learn about the
Essex for it has little need to know the repair-

Essex Owners Are
Its Salesmen
At first it was what people who had seen the
Essex said about it that led to its popularity.
Now owners—and there are thousands of
them—are endorsing it on every hand. People
stop Essex owners to inquire about their car.
The answer is unanimous. When asked as to
its performance they make no reservations.
Admiration of its riding qualities is never

man.

Won’t you make some inquiry about
Essex? You will find it interesting and

lacking.

shall we forget
Cher

they

ever

Ami,

NORTON, Belfast,

alone mokes the occasion one
to attract all who have heard Mr. McLellan speak in his brilliant manner.
Bring your picnic lunch with you. AT
lunches will be redistributed by the servThis fact

him.

“ace” in the American pig-

Cossack Blouse

and honored hero among the
war’s great flyers, did not long survive
corps

his return from service for

nis (lag

McCall Pattern No. 9082

in

France.

The stout-hearted, swift-winged
message-bearer that (lew through whis-

tling shrapnel and brought the ne.vs to
American headquarters of the desperate
plight of the “Lost Battalion
and its
famous leader, Lieut.-Col. Whittlesey,
ended his brave career in a quiet loft at
Potomac Park, Washington
Cher Ami was cited by Gen. Pershing

Russian Blouse
McCall Pattern No. 9086
j

for meritorious service and awarded the
H. S. C. He died from the wounds he received when carrying a message that I
saved men’s lives. Shall we forget him? j

Side-Front Closing
Blouse

WINS DIVORCE

McCall Pattern No. 9087

WHCN
*

At this time everyone should be especially
interested as the campaign to raise funds
for the new High school will begin soon.
It is hoped that all those having automobiles will leave from P. O. Square and
take those who are unable to walk and
have no means of transportation. Already many cars have been offered and
anyone desiring to ride may get a car between 5.30 and 6 at Post Office square.
Remember the date. Everyone come.

you

the

see

beautiful Silks and
trans-

lated

novel

the.r way to Boston, and the White
Mountains, and later to Providence, R. I.

Blouses, and learn how
low the prices are,
you

into

these

W ILL get the needle
and

utilize

your leisure

ments Blouse

mo-

making

and best wishes.

i
LLOYD

The illustrations don’t do them justice. Thev
]a >1 fi
tone that shine
through the fin,

color, sparkle and vivid
ed garments.

A. HIRSCH.

A very sad drowning accident occurred
at Sanborn’s pond, Sunday afternoon,
when Lioyd A. Hirsch of Waldo lost his
life.
the

6

MRS. E. P. CARLE

With other boys he had gone to
He could not
pond for bathing.

swim, but

was
evidenth intending to
learn and slid from a rock into the water.
He began to sink and a young boy by the
name

of Clark went to his assistance.

now

Mrs. Jarr.es Hanson of Waldo.
He
unusually well developed lad and

was an

_Photo by t_:
Xewapaper

Western

UnU^Jxa

Beautiful Lady Daphne Clifton, formerly Miss Daphne Rachel Mulholland, who has heen awarded a decree
against her husband, Lord Clifton.
Lord and Lady Clifton were married
in 1912.
They have two children.
Lord Clifton is thirty-two years old
and served during the war as a major
in the royal artillery.

weighed about 130 pounds. He had lived
in Thorndike and in Belfast.
He was a
member of the Mornll Sunday school and
held in high esteem by ail who knew him.
TROY.
Frank Moore of Castine is visiting relatives in Troy.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Rhoades made

Taxes.
have the tax books and
you can get 21% discount

T

now

a

business trip to Belfast, Saturday.
Elmer Estes, who spent his vacation at
home, returned to Boston Saturday.

on

your taxes up to

6 p.

Aug. 30th,

m.

George Woods and fam ly spent several days last week in Belfast and NorthFoil taxes are past due and
ing committee and hot coffee and lemon- port.
j
people owing same are subject
ade will be served free. This is the first
j Miss Etta Bagley, a hospitsl nurse in
held
under
the auspices of the I Boston, came last week to spend her va- to arrest.
meeting
Student Alumni association and it is cation with her brother at the Center.
Office hours 9 to 12 a. m.
hoped that everyone will unite to make
The Misses Allard, who have been visitit so great a success that similar meetings
2 to 5 p. m., in the City
and
ing their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-

will be assured for each year. The aim
endeavors to promote the social unity of
the former students of the High school.

Maine

Crepes waiting to be

attended the High school or

graduate of the High school and at one
time principal, will be the toastmaster.

the
con-

vincing.

B. O.

eon

automobile seems
Ask the first

an

Essex.

given
merry
with confetti and elaborate auto decorations as they left, for the afternoon train

Finding he could not save him he ran to
notify a picnic party from Albion nearby
taught in the West he is familiar with
on the pond shore.
Dr. A. C. Ross of
Western as well as our own problems in
Albion did everything possible to resuscieducation. He will deliver an address intate Lloyd, who had been brought to land
teresting to ail. Besides being a forceful
by another member of the party, but
Pres.
Aley intersperses his respeaker
could not save him.
Lloyd was about 14
marKs with witticism that sparkle. Every
years old and v,-as the son of Ernest and
class that ever attended the High school
Marjorie (Ryan) Hirsch. His mother is
is planning a reunion.
It is hoped that

er

given by Mayor Clement W. Wescott and
Charles S. Bickford, president of the
and Mrs. Manson Lowe of Boston.
local Board. The banquet will be held in
I
:>e annual lawn
party of the St. Fran- the Armory of Co. F, Third Maine Regi;iurch will he held at their parsonage ment. Private autos will take the guests
inirch grounds Aug. 12th and 13th,
over the
city, to Searsport and also to
1
rnoon and evening.
Fancy articles, Camden. On account of the lack of hotel
'W'i candy, ice cream, tea and frank- accommodations many private homes will
K will be on
sale. The sports will in- entertain the visitors over night. Contarget shooting and ball games, gressman John A. Peters of Ellsworth
e
entertaining program will consist of and Washington, D. C., and Joe Mitchell
lancing by Olive Morse, Ernestine Chappie, editor of the National Maga-

It Has Become a Familiar Car
On Nearly Every
Highway

stenographer with the Sawyer Boot &
Shoe Company of Bangor.
They enter
married l.fe with many congratulations

A COMMUNITY Round UP. Everything
is ready for the big “Community Round ;
Up” at the City Park next Wednesday j

338

in Belfast Sept. 23rd and 24th. The business sessions will be held in
Memorial
Hall and address of welcome will be

Everyone

a

great deal of enjoyment out of farm life

3j j

officers of the Belfast Board of Trade in
regard to the meetings ot the State Board

How

a bad shaking
He
up.
shape on Sunday, however, to The bride’s
going-away suit was of dark
make the trip to Castine on his wheel
blue peau-de-soir, with hat to match.
and will remain there for a visit....Chas.
They will be at home in Bangor early in
Kelley has been employed by Walter Fish September
The groom is a trainman on
during haying. Charles has jus; cele- the Maine Central railread and his
bride
was

355
335
319

Hon. E. M. Blanding of Bangor, secretary of the State Board of Trade, was in
Belfast last Thursday in conference with

Note

on

which gave him

Posters will designate the places where
each class will meet
Corne and greet
your formerc lassmates. Everyone wheth-

1658

Both carried arm bouMrs. Morse wore
peas.

quets of sweet
pink tulle edged with silver lace over
rose colored satin.
The groom’s mother,
and Mrs. John Beckwith of Springfield,
Mrs. Henry Pinkham of Etna, wore
Mass., are spending a vacation with Mr.
black silk combined with pale yellow
Beckwith’s mother here. Mr. and Mrs.
Georgette crepe. Out of town guests
Clifton Beckwith of Belfast and Mr.
not previously mentioned were: Mr. and
Gerald Coggins of Lincolnville were also
Mrs. Joel Fernald, daughters Esther and
week-end guests at the Beckwith home.
Georgia of Lineolnville; Mr. and Mrs.
....Mr. and Mrs. Dan Reinburg and family
Bert Brown of Searsporl.
Many beautiof New York arrived last week for a visit
ful wedding gifts of cut glass, sterling,
at the Bailey home, making the trip by
I etc., were displayed m the living room.
automobile....Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Doak
A wedding breakfast followed a orief rewith friends from Rockland and Belfast
oeption to which a number of friends retook a pleasant outing at Sanborn’s pond
mained.
Mrs. Morse was assisted
in
this week. Percy Sanborn of Belfast was
serving by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Southone of the party and greatly enjoyed this
worth and Miss Clara Webb.
When the
visitto his birthplace....Mrs. Agnes Woods
bride cut the wedding cake the ring
who has been the guest of her mother,
went to Miss Esther Fernald, the penny
Mrs. J. W. Vaughan, has returned home.
to Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson, the dime to
....Harold Kelley came near a,serious acMr. Packard, the bride’s father, and the
cident last week while returning from
thimble to Mrs. Bert Brown.
Mr. and
Belfast on his bicycle.
While coasting
Mrs. Leeman were
a
send off

each other in the

street.

white silk.

over

here, and in Searsmont and Morrill. While
here she will select a memorial stone for
her late husband, Harold Shorey.Mr.

j

Cuddy
Bangor,
latter Mrs. Gray’s niece.
Supper was
Adml. Geo. E. Burd, U. S. N., of
served, a special feature being a big birthAn, N. Y., with his wife aid
day cake, a gift of Mrs. Gray’s son-iner are spending the week at Northlaw, Otto Thompson. It was her first
ern in visiting friends in Belfast.
| birthday cake in all these years. When
iund Wilson, collector of taxes, the
cake was cut by Mrs.
Gray, a five
as the tax books in his
possession, ! dollar Bold piece was discovered in it. She
s the 2 1-2 per cent discount will be
also had many other gifts. The
day was
.1 only till August 30th, it will be a
delightful one for Mrs. Gray, as well as

•r

Mrs. Abbie Louise Kohne of
held Tuesday evening at
Pasadena,
Memorial Hall to formulate plans for a Calif., formerly Miss Hanson of Brooks'
is visiting in Belfast and
vicinity and
permanent organization later, to become
will remain through August.
She is the
a post of the American Legion.
Temporwidow of D. O. Rohne, a
well-known
ary committees were appointed to act
until the organization becomes a member carriage dealer in Chicago.
of the Legion. A great deal of enthusLEEMAN-PACKARD
iasm was shown and plans were laid for
a smoker to be held Friday
The residence of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
evening, Aug.
15th, when it is hoped that the several W. Morse, High street, was the scene
committees will have progressed suffic- Monday of a most attractive
home wediently so that the post in Belfast, which ding, when Mrs. Morse’s niece, Miss
invites and urges all men in Waldo coun- Grace Mae Packard of
Bangor, became
ty to join, will have its birth at this the bride of George Arthur Leeman of
meeting. The temporary officers and Etna. The decorations were
simple, but
committees which were elected and ap- effective. The parlor was in
green ferns
pointed are as follows; Chairman, Ralph and garden hydrangeas; the bridal
party
A. Bramhall; secretary, William L. Luce; standing in front of a bank
of ferns dottreasurer, Dana B. Southworth; execu- ted with these flowers. The living room
tive committee, R. A. Bramhall, Wilbur was in green and pink with
dahlias
E. Colby, Karl F. Darby, Dana B. South- very much in
evidence, while the dining
worth, James E. Braley; membership room was bright with golden glow comcommittee, Stacey J. Noyes, Albert W. bined with ferns. The ceremony took
Miller, Clarence T. Elms; entertainment, place at 11 a. m., when Rev. Arthur E.
Wilbur O. Colby, Jas.E. Clements, Albert Wilson of the First Parish
(Unitarian)
W. Miller. Those who were present were church officiated with the
double ring
R. A. Bramhall, W. L. Luce, G. E. Page, service.
Lhe bride was given in marriJ. E. Clements, P. C. Haines, J. J. Casey, age by her
father, Walter S. Packard of
K F. Darby, D. B. Southworth, Wilbur O.
Bangor, while sweet little Fern Linekin,
Colby, Howard L. Tibbetts, Albert Mill- in a dainty gown of white net and satin
er, Stacy J. Noyes, James E. Braley, C. ribbons, carried the rings on a silver
! T. Elms, Bert E. Dodge, Ned Woods, tray. The groom was accompanied by
Mr. Arthur W. Morse and was met at
I Hugh Wight.
the altar by his bride
accompanied by
CITYPOINT. Dr. George Holmes and
her father.
She wore a handsome gown
wife of Chestnut Hill, Mass., recently
of white Georgette crepe over white tafvisited his brother, H. Fair Holmes, and |
with pearl trimming. Her full
other relatives in Belfast and vicinity’. | feta,
!
tulle veil was held in cap form by
Dr. Holmes is at the head of the X-ray length
bands of pearls and she carried a shower
department in the Massachusetts General
I bouquet of bride roses and white sweet
Hospital, and is a specialist in stomach
Her maid of honor, Miss Maude
peas.
and
he
also
troubles;
holds a position at
of Bangor, was gowned in pale
Simpson
Harvard College, where he lectures before
the medical classes on X-ray treatment. pink Georgette crepe over silk of the
same lone with pearl bead
embroidery
.Mrs. Arthur Staples, her daughter
and carried sweet peas.
Misses Clare
j
Helen
and
son Donald of
Lyun, Mass., Healey of
1
Bangor and Alice E. Southare spending their vacation with Mr. and
worth of Belfast were bridesmaids, the
Mrs. Beverly Staples....Mrs. Edna Shorey
I former wore white Georgette over white
arrived Saturday from Springfield, Mass.,
silk and the latter pale blue Georgette
and will spend two weeks with relatives

down the Nickerson hill he was crowded
into the ditch by two automobiles passing

j

by

of the war service men of

was

j

A,°nzo Nickerson, Frank Stairs, Martell
Ivy M. Gordon will close her j
Fllis and son, Ivan Jackson and William
-.ting rooms on Main street durH. Staples, cut, raked and
put in six tons
-Jst, while she is visiting in Troy
of hay. At the present price of
her places.
hay their
kindness means more than usual to this
Charles H. Sargent of tins city, |
i aged couple.
\ isiting friends in Portland, had
Mrs. Ida J. Gray celebrated her 70th
sfortune to fall Saturday and frac! birthday recently at her home, 22 Union
r left arm.
nor

meeting

Belfast

burShaw,

have returned
in Saugus, Mass.
Mrs. J. L.

Bagley

was

to their home

called to Ber-

wick Monday morning by the serious illness of her sister, Mrs. Walter Hill.
Another si ter, Mrs. Edward Wyman is
with her.
was

Mrs.

Fearl Gray of Belfast
as Mrs.
Hill is not

also summoned

expected to

recover.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

Clerk’s

office, Memorial Build-

ing.

If You Wish to
TEN SALES IN

FOR SALE.
Inquire at
2w32*

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

JULY,

Sell

or

I

1919.

Our listing does not prohibit you
selling your farm
yourself or with listing with other agents.
No
charge unless we actually make a sale
CALL AND TALK IT OVER.

ROY C.
R epresenting E. A. Strout
Farm Agency

FISH,
Room 2 Odd Fellows Block.

Belfast, Maine.

The Selection
Of Your Bank
Is not

a

matter of minor

importance.

We have

exceptional facilities for handling your business
personally or by ma.l, established through 55 years
of successful

banking.

Assets

over

$3,500,000.00

Large enough to meet your needs
large to serve you.

but

not too lame

First National Granite Bank
OF

EDMUND WILSON,
Collector of Taxes.

Office Desk

Buy

real estate of any kind why not call and
see me.
am prepared to
give you the very best service.

Dr. A. M.

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre

Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

For

Sale

Low price second hand
parlor
and kitchen stoves.
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

JMPHREYS*

ist of Dr. Humphreys* Remedies for
1 external u.-e, meets the needs of
nearly every ailment from Infancy
described in Dr. Humphreys’ Manual

PARTIAL LIST

*.
1.
2.
3.
4.
7.
8.
0.
1 O.
13.
14.
IS.
10.
17.
10.

FOR
Fevers, Congestions. Inflammations
Fever
Worm
Worms,
Colic, Crying Wakefulness of Infants
Diarrhea of Children and adults

Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis
Toothuche, Faceacho Neuralgia
Headache, Sick Headache. Vertigo
Dyspepsia,Indigestion.Weak Stomach
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
E czema. Eruptions.
Rh eumatism. Lumbago
Fever and Atfue, Malaria
Piles, Blind. Bleeding Internal. External
Catarrh, Influenza. Cold in Head
20. Whooping Courfh
21. Asthma, Oppressed, Difficult Breathing
27. Disorders ot the Kidneys
30, Urinary Incontinence
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy
77. Grip, Grippe, La Grippe
For sale by druggists everywhere.
HUMPHREYS
HOMEO. MEDICINE CO.
Corner William and Ann Streets New York

Maine’s

Proposed Bond Issue
Improvement.

for Road

Monday of September
next the voters of this State are to decide by their ballots whether or not they
On the second

will authorize

an

and ex-member of the Board of State
that of all federal taxation
the state of Maine pays about one per
cent. It is a curious coincidence, but of
state
j the federal aid for road building the
of Maine is entitled to draw practically
one per cent.
This means that if we do
not accept federal aid now available we
shall lose not only the amount of the
federal aid but we shall pay in federal
taxatiou an equal amount, so that we will
lose practically twice the amount of fedI
eral aid which we can have, provided
the bond issue is passed.
To summarize: Let us remember that
atI the State Highway Commission is
tempting to first complete the live and
one-half percent of our mileage includAt
ed in the system of state highways.
the same time the state and towns together are rebuilding ana ditional twelve
I per cent of our mileage comprised in the
slate aid highway system.
Each of
these systems is about one-half completed.
These two systems together will
directly benefit and accommodate eightyfive per cent to ninety per cent of our
The federal government is
population.
ottering us today nearly $1,500,000 to expend on our state highway system, and
on July 1,
1020, will offer us $962,000
more for the same purpose.
People who
have made a study of the situation declare that Maine cannot afford not to
take this money. Other states will get
it if Maine does not.
The bond issue for
State highway and bridge construction
oilers the only possibility of Maine’s
being able to match the federal appropriations and secure this federal aid.

| Assessors,

with

which to

United States.
made

to

pay

their debts to the

In other

European

words, having

nations

the

loans

necessary to their success in the world
war, we must close the factories of the
United States in order to enable these
countries to pay us back. That is good
doctrine from the standpoint of the international bankers and the importers,
but it isn’t good American doctrine, no
matter who utters it, Germany was depressed economically and France was enriched through the payment in manufactured goods, of the indemnity imposed upon
France at the close of tne Franco-Prussian war. This was the unexpected reOver There and Here
sult of a penalty laid upon a defeated
nation.
We cannot afford to paralyze
American industry in order to help those
While our crops in the North can alwho hold European securities collect their
most be seen to grow, anil the golden
i
can afford to wait
grain fields of the South are already be- money quickly. They
on their creditors better than the Ameriing gathered; while industry is putting
afford
can wage earner can
to wait for an
on more men and adding to its facilities;
to make a living. The hoodwhile indications promise a period of opportunity
ing of the markets of the United States
greater prosperity than any nation has
with foreign products during the next
ever known, we should not, in c ur exfew years means business paralysis in the
pected success, forget the conditions i
United States, and if anybody has to be
which exist across the Atlantic.
We
let it be some
have no occasion to be pessimistic—far paralyzed industrially
from it—but we do need to understand country other than the United States.”
—National Republican.
conditions there, even though the picture
I
is a

issue of State Bonds to

$10,000,000

for the purpose
of highway improvement. This is a matter of such great importance that it should
the amount of

before long, and will have to make way
TRANSFERS IN REAL estate.
for men who believe in and practice a
spirit of fair-mindedness. But the many
The following transfers of real estate
who are human surely deserve the consideration and cooperation of their men. were recorded in Waldo County Registry
One thing is absolutely certain: The ad- of Deeds, for the week ending Aug. 2,
vocates of Bolshevistic and I. W. W. 1919:
principles only throw monkey wrenches
Linda Chase Ring. Greenlield, Mass.,
in the gears, ani can never get their
followers anywhere but into trouble. to Mark Lane Chase, Monroe; land and
Even though they sincerely believe in buildings in Monroe.
what they advocate, they are like a
Marcellus Veazie, treasurer, Islesboro,
packing-house butcher trying to perform
to Harold D. Pendleton, do.; land in
a delicate operation on a man’s eye; he
means well enough, but the patient is
Islesboro.
pretty certain to lose his sight.—By H.
Svlvanus E. Barrows, Burnham, to
H. Windsor, in the August Popular Mechanics Magazine.
Ermine B. Davis, do.; laud in Burnham.
Fred J. Robbins, Searsmont, to FlorSHOCKING HERESY.
ence Preston Crooker, Cherrylield; land
“The argument is made that we must and buildings in Searsmont.
Henrietta R. Southard, Northport, to
make our purchases in Europe in order
to furnish the European peoples money Clara B. Rogers, Belfast; land and build-

be fully discussed and understood by the
Those who are in favor of the
proposition have just promulgated a clear

voters.

statement of the argument in its favor,
which is as follows:
In 1916 the federal government provided an appropriation of $75,000,000 to be
expended over a period of five years, for
assisting states in the construction of
Of this
their principal thoroughfares.
appropriation Maine was entitled to draw
a total of $723,270, of which $290,000 was
available prior to July 1 this year. The
Highway Commission has arranged to
take all of this $290,000 and considerably
over $100,000 of the amount has been
drawn. On the first of July, 1919, an
additional $192,000 was available to the
state from this original appropriation,
and on July 1, 1920, $240,000 more beAt the present time we
comes available.
cannot apply for the $192,000 as we have
no funds with which to match the federal

painful

---

one.

ings

in

Northport.

18 cents

Charles McKinnon, Winterport, to Sylvania S. McKinnon, do.; land and buildings in Winterport.
Desiah A. Merrithew, Stockton Springs,
to Lizzie B. Wass, do.; land and buildings
in Stockton Springs.
Lola R. Ness, Belfast, to Fred J. Rob-

bins, Searsmont;

land

a

AMELS
most

and buildings in

Searsmont.

are

in

a

You

class by themselves—easily the
the most likable cigarette you

prove that!
Simply compare
with
puff-by-puff
any cigarette in the world at
any price! Put quality, flavor and cigarette satisfaction to the utmost test!
can

Camels

Warning, do.; land in Unity.
John M. Waining, Unity, to Charles E.
Murcli, Unityjland and buildings in Unity.
Emma J. Young, Winterport, to Ashley
D. Young, do.; land and buildings in Win-

Camels

are

sold every-

where in

scientifically sealed
packages of 20 cigarettes or
ten pack ages(2 00 cigarettes)
in a glassine-paper-covered
carton. We strongly recom-

terport.

Made

liberally

Adrian F. Jones, Belfast, to George D.
land in Belfast.

Hanson, do.;

delightful—so fullbodied, yet so fascinatingly smooth and mellow-mild. Every
time you light one you get new and keener enjoyment!
Freedom from any unpleasant cigaretty after taste or any
unpleasant cigaretty odor makes Camels as unusual as they are
enjoyable.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Winston-Salem, N. C.

In common with railroad carriers who
established the rule several years ago,
the Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc., announces that after August 6th storage
will be charged on freight remaining in
the company’s freight sheds longer than
72 hours at the rate of two cents per 100
pounds per day for the first five days,
and at three cents per 100 pounds per day
after live days.
Any fractional part of
100 pounds will be computed as 100
pounds. Sundays and legal holidays are
excluded from the count under this ruland when a legal holiday falls on
: ing,
i Sunday the following Monday will be excluded.
The minimum charge for the
first live days or fraction thereof will be
! 25 cents, and after live days 50 cents on
each shipment.

to meet your taste, Camels never tire it, no matter how
The expert blend of choice Turkish
you smoke them !

and choice Domestic tobaccos makes Camels

mend this carton for the
home or office supply or
when you travel.

In fact. Camels appeal to the

most

fastidious smoker in

so

many new ways you never will miss the absence of coupons,

premiums

or

gifts.

You'll prefer Camel Quality !

L I A BILITY
You

place complete confidence in
So-CO-ny Motor Gasoline. Its quality
never varies.
Every drop gives the

j

they

smoked.

ever

Lucretia M. Webb, Brooks, to Guy Patterson, do.; land and buildings in Brooks.
Edward K. Murcli, Unity, to John M.

Frank Vanderlip, a banker of inter- I SEVEN-ROOM
TENT
HOME
FOR
national experience, and a close observer,
MOTORISES.
on his recent return from a study of affairs abroad, designates conditions there
The up-to-date cross-country motorist
as “paralyzed industry,” and paralyzed
now equip himself with a most elabto an extent little dreamed of by most of may
orate roadside home, described and picus here.
Europe lacks capital, raw materials, tured in the August Popular Mechanics
and to a large extent industrial organizaMagazine.
Weighing complete only 124
tion, all of which have been used up, or
the entire equipment may be lashed
scattered during the war.
Resumption Rs.,
of industries is also hindered through the to the running board; yet, when erected,
loss by death of millions of skilled and it will furnish four
government’s apportionment.
bedrooms, a 7 by 11
In March 1919, the federal government experienced men, whose abilities required ! ft. dining
room, with a similar room for |Imade an additional S200,00u,000 avail- years to grow, and which only time can general
purposes, and a 20 by 6 3-4-ft. j
able for federal aid, and for the past restore.
Only partial crops will be raised garage.
Screened windows with storm ;
1
three months tne state of Maine has been there this year, and live slock of all kinds flaps keep
out
mosquitoes and bad
entitled to apply for $481,000 of this has been greatly depleted; fortunately weather.
Another feature which recom- 1
our own and Canada’s grain crops prommoney and on the first day of July, 1919,
mends this new accessory is the fact that !
Due ise a huge
we could apply for $721,847 more.
yield, and with restored ocean the tent is not dependent on the auto for 1
conto want of funds for state highway
traffic starvation conditions are improb- support.
Hence the family may take an
struction, we have not and cannot apply able, but the full dinner pail is unlikely evening ride to the local
movies, or other
the
On
amounts.
these
against either of
j there for another year. It is to America trip, after the labor of pitching tent and j
first day of July 1920, an additional $721,- j that Europe must look for relief, and it is cooking supper.
847 will be available. Altogether, from for us to keep a level head, both for Euj
the original federal aid appropriation and rope’s sake and our own
This country
A Woman “Acting-Governor.”
the new appropriation, Maine is entitled lias the opportunity of centuries to be of
j
to $2,648,196.53 and we have only applied world-wide assistance in stabilizing and
I
Miss Harriet Jean Oliver is the woman,
This leaves practically restoring normal conditions, and we must
for $290,161 92.
$2,400,000 of federal aid which the state not fail in our duty, nor must we think and she is on the State payroll as secretary to the secretary of State of Arizona.
can have between now and July 1, 1920 : oniy of oufseives.
Whenever the Governor and acting Govprovided we are in position to match this I Tlie Financial World reduces the whole ernor
leave the state at the same time,
The bond issue proposition to these few words: “Capimoney with state funds.
authorized by the last Legislature and to tal must be husbanded, long credits ex- which has occurred on four occasions,
be voted upon on the second Monday of tended, labor must not be impatient or Miss Oliver is next in line, and discharges
the duties of that office satisfactorily. j
September, offers the only opportunity dictatorial, and capital must not make
While in the office of secretary of state
for accepting the federal government’s greed its first principle.
Europe is eco- she not
only carries on the office routine
very generous offer of aid as outlined
nomically diseased and must be treated but is also called
1
upon to sign all requisiabove. Apportionments of federal aid I with tenderness and care.” We have
Miss |
stand for twelve months and if not taken our industrial organizations but slightly ♦ion papers and proclamations.
Oliver first held a state ollice as journal
by the state to which the apportionment impaired; our machinery is in good workis originally made, the money is reappor- ing condition, being neither junk nor ob- clerk to ttie national constitutional con- J
Consequently be- solete; we have raw materials; we have vention in 1913, and has held similar'
tioned to other states.
positions with stale legislatures until five
tween now and July 1, 1920, Maine must
the money to operate and produce, and
be prepared to file applications against all we have millions of skilled and unskilled years ago when she was appointed to the ;
ollice
of the secretary of state, where she
of this money, except about $962,000, and laborers.
j
Wliat we most need this moadditional twelve ment is a spirit of reasonableness and has since been.
have an
will
we
months on the apportionments made on cooper.i i in on the part of both employer
July 1, 1920.
and emrl rye in order to stabilize producGREAT NORTHERN PAPER CO.
It is the intention of the State High- ing and working conditions. This alone
HEAD SUYS RAILROAD
way Commission, provided the bond issue
can secure the largest permanent returns
is passed, to immediately request the to both. The occasional employer who
Rockland, Me., July 31 The Georges
Secretary of Agriculture, to approve the refuses to get down to earth and sit in Valley
Railroad, extending from Georges
entire state highway system as federal with his men to discuss matiers fully, in River
station on the Maine Central railaid road, and the Commission has had an honest heart-to-heart effort to get road
to Union, a distance of 15 miles, was
unofficial assurance that this will be matters right, is just as unreasonable and
sold at public auction today to Garrett
done. In this case federal aid will be illogical as the sympathetic strike which
Schenck, president of the Great Northern
used in prosecuting the reconstruction of takes thousands of men from jobs that
Paper Co., for $59,750, the total amount
all state highways, and it is estimated by are satisfactory, in order to force the obof the bonds and unpaid coupons.
the Commission that four or five years servance of some technical point between
It is understood the road will be imat the outside will see every mile of state
few scare or a ew proved as it is used in the
one employer end a
transportation
highway now laid out completed.
hundred of his men. Not all employers of lime from Warren to tidewater here
These points should be borne in mind in these days a;e intolerant cza.s
nd for shipment, to the miLs of the Great
about the bond iss le: It is designed to tyrants. Those who are, will, gy t ir
Northern Paper Co. at Millinocket, East
provide money for the construction of Own stubborn ess, count theinselees out Millinocket and Madison.
and interstate
state highways, intra
bridges. The bonds will be issued only
as

are

refreshing,

package

can

forceful “kick.”

same

You get

quick
mileage

most

starts, instant
winter and

—

pick-ups,
summer.

freed from carburetor adjustand clogging—you are freed
from carbonized cylinders.

You

are

ments

Don’t risk the dangers of unknown,
inferior mixtures. Buy So-CO-ny tor

reliability.
Wherever you see the Red, White and
Blue So-CO-ny Sign—there’s the sate

place

to

get your

gasoline.

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

required.

If th .s bond issue is authorized it will j
make possible the acceptance of further !
federal aid, which undoubtedly will be ;
granted by the federal government, as
bills are already in Congress asking for
further federal aid appropriations to supplement those already provided which
will expire in 1921. If the state is obliged !
to agitate a bond :ssue every few years
to meet federal aid it means that we shall 1
lose one whole season’s work of road
construction each time a bond issue is
being discussed.
There is one point in connection with
the federal aid which should be borne in
mjnd: Chief Engineer Paul D. Sargent
0f the Highway Department, has been
tdd by no less an authority than W. J.
•phomPson> Master of the State Grange

j

lodjea cold

Some folks are fortunate enough always to breathe pure air, and
never get run down by overwork or exposure.
Even these lucky
people do not always escape the contagious colds which prevail at
certain seasons to such an extent as to be almost epidemic. It
is wise to be prepared for troubles of this nature in our climate, and
the one all-important thing is to have at hand a safe, efficient and
reliable remedy to ward off the trouble and danger of such an attack.
For sixty yeans “L. F." Atwood's Medicine has been a household
Standby for emergencies of this kind1. It starts up the liver and
bowels, prevents congestion, and restores the functions to their
normal oondition. If you have never used it, get a 50 cent bottle
font your dealer, cr write for a free sample to the
“L. F.” Medicine Co.. Portland. Maine.

A Mammoth Reconstruction

Project
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MADE POSSIBLE

—

AND NECESSARY

—

BY ADVERTISING

Hie si^i of a reliable dealer
and Hie worlds best Gasoline

Agitators threatened a general strike
in France, Italy, England and Austria,
which
was scheduled for July 21st.
There
Fifty-five members of the
1 was no general response. It is gratifying
Mountain Club left Boston on the 8 to find that
the workers have thus reo’clock train last Saturday morning for fused to yield to the more radical Socialthe camp on Moosehead lake which is to ist demands in this matter. A general
strike of the sort predicted by the Socialbe open during the entire month of Auists could not have failed to cause ungust. The camp is located on an island told suffering among millions of innocent
about four miles from Greenville village, women and children, and the workers
of the world have shown their humanacross the bay from Squaw mountain.
ity and sound judgment in abstaining
The second section will leave Boston on
i from it.
August 18th and will stay in camp the
MAINE ATTRACTS

THEM.

|

KIDNEYS WEAKENING?
LOOK OUT!

Appalachian i

MEW WRIGLEY CHEWING GUM FACTORY. CHICAGO

remainder of

already tremendous chewing gum factory of the Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company,
35th Street and Ashland Avenue, Chicago, is to he doubled in size. The first
large unit of the new structure is now under construction. When completed, the
new plant will comprise a million and a quarter square feet of space, devoted entirely
to the manufacture of chewing gum. The area covered is six hundred by three hundred
feet, the building being eight stories high with basement. It is of heavy re-inforced
Track facilities for loading fifty cars at
concrete and steel, white terra-cotta exterior.
a modem roof-garden, recreation hall,
features
are
one time are provided.
Special
restaurant, hospital, welfare department, library, chih rooms, smoking room, hand-hall
d. t W. Sprout Co, CW Cmtrmlcm,
coota, gymnasiam and shows. S. Soott Jay.

THE
at

■

the

stay of both parties

month.
a

During the

steamboat will be
as well as

at the disposal of the camp,
numerous gasolene launches.

Each party will have opportunity to
climb Squaw mountain, Bineo, Spencers,
Lily Bay, Elephant and Boarstone. A
three or four days’ special tramp will be
planned to Katahdin, called “the best
mountain in the wildest wild, east of the
Rockies.” The committee in charge consists of William E. Rogers, chairman;
Luther C. ureenleaf, treasurer; C. Alec
Newhall, George A. Barrow and George

F. Haskell.

disappear of
slowly but
with
health
steadily,
undermining
deadly certainty, until you fall a vicKidney troubles don’t
themselves.
They grow

tim to incurable disease.
Stop your troubles w'hile there is time.
Don’t wait until little pains become big
Don’t trille with disease.
To
aches.
avoid future suffering begin treatment
with GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules now.
Take three or four every
day until you are entirely free from

Among the automobiles which stopped
in Augusta, Me., the other day, was one
driven by W. W. Strong, who said hat
he came from Cab Coy, British West Indies. His car bore registry number 1. He
said there were only two cars on the
island. Since leaving Miami, Fla., the
party has been over most of the Atlantic
coast states and driven 43C0 miles.

pain.
This well-known preparation has been
of the national remedies of Holland for centuries. In 1696 the government of the Netherlands granted a
special charter authorizing its preparation and sale.

one

Canada is said to be
as

Children Ory
FOR FLETCHER’S

CAS TO R I A

as much opposed
is the United States to Article X of

the league of nations covenant, requiring
troops to be sent from this continent to
others to keep the peace. One of the
developments of the great war is .the

The

housewife

of Holland

would

*1

be without food as without her “Real Dutch Drops,” as *quaintly calls GOLD MEDAL Tlaai
Oil Capsules.
They restore sir.
anil are responsible in a great inea.
for the sturdy, robust health of the

most

as

soon

Hollanders.
I>o not delay. Go to your druggist
insist on his supplying you with IP
T<k'*
MEDAL Haarlem oil Capsules.
them as directed, and if you are
w’t
satisfied with results your drugg
gladly refund your money. Look for
the name GOLD MEDAL on the P
and accept no other
In scaled boxes,
three sizes.
■

creation of closer and more friendly relations between the United States and C anada, which have shown the rest of the
world how to have peace without allianm
Never a better time than NOW to subscribe for The Republican Journal.

^Keeping the Home Fires Burning”

over there..
Thousands of these centers followed our boy*
wherever they went—and kept the Home Fires burning.

Y" Hut

I

once

HOME WORK STILL
OVER THERE
“CARRIES ON”

f SPORTS
■'

Shew Popularity with
beys—7,000,000 Take Part

3ures

In

In Spite of Demobilization “Y”
Continue to be Popular.

Huts

Games.

Boston.

the
in
followers
-Sport
are given a slant on the
’-■d question as to what is
1
popular sport" in the army,
ires on participation and atihroughout the entire A. E.
month, just received at
i-rn
Department "Y” headfrom Efhvood S. Brown, chief
director of the \T. M. C. A.
figures reveal football leadne

but only by a slight mar,-iting spectators and partici!ball's aggregate was 1,335,: for boxing, 1,310,944.
Conspectat.ors only, boxing takes
■ad, with 1,127,202 as against

Tig,

for football.
r. other
questions

besides

known to
"popularity”
something to do with these
For example in army eene devastated parts of France,
s
of finding suitable fields
hitheatres have contributed
of
measure to
the
choice
are

<

■ling to Mr. Brawn's report,
participation by the A. E. F.
Tt- of sports during February
'*.747.
Taking the estimate
.”00 as the average number of
soldiers in France in Febseen that the
big sport
outlined in orders from U.
ast December touched every
of the A. E. F. four times
If spectators, numbering 4,are also included, the whole
has been touched seven times
the sports program.

an

t

if

derspecially for the armies, has
enormous lot to do with the
p of these big totals of athletic
: attendance.
The total mass
.rticipation in the First, SecThird Armies during Feb3.403 9>J3.
Tliis represents
ion in a variety of informal
ich as shuttle relays, circle
: many other competitions of
The Third Army led in the
participants and spectators in
9 for the month,
figures given in Mr. Brown’s
ire compiled from rpports sent
Y. M. C. A. physical directors
field.
Arm.y orders outlining
neral sports program placed a
A. athletic leader with every
■y unit in France, Luxembourg
rpafio.i

m

games,

mas?

rmany.

A Familiar

Mass.—Despite demobiliattendance
approximated
9.000.000 men in uniform at the
Y. M. O. A. Huts in the
1'nited
zation.

States, during May,

according

to

a

report on the home war work of the
Y for that month, just issued by the
National War Work Council, Northeastern Department.
These visitors, the exact
number

8,909,251, wrote 4.452,736 letters on Y. M. O. A. stationery,
and
obtained
Y
Secretaries
through
orders
money
aggregating
$392.416.78, $24,01S.40 in New England.
For their pleasure, 2,764 entertainments were given to audiences totaling 832.734. while 1.851,829 of them
saw the 5,993 motion picture shows
during the month, 520 of which were
given in New England.
Athletic activities were carried on
at all points where soldiers, sailors
and marines were
stationed.
Participants in these sports, equipment
for which was provided by the Y. totalled 1,351,817. 117,355 in New England camps. Spectators at the various games and contests reached a
total of 265,744 in this
Department
and 2.087.695 in the Pnited States.
Y huts were also centers of educational and religious
work
for
enMore than 10.000 educalisted men.
tional classes for the study of subcivilian
jects of practical value in
life were held, with 86.498 students
in attendance. The number of lectures recorded for
the
month
is
at these
2,116. and the attendance
studied in
355.074. 34.380 of whom
the Northeastern Department
The
the men
hut libraries lent
140,897
books, a total for the country and
9.394 in New England alone.
In the religious field. 4.465 meetings were held, and these were attended by 410.340 men. There were
Bibl°
class
also 2,955
meetings,
which 53.761 attended. Bibles and
testaments
totalling 105,032
were
distributed. Religious worker, held
personal interviews with 48.473 men,
and Christian decisions were made

“We just

mopped

boys didn’t know what retreat meant, And, pep!
son charged as tho’ he was the whole
American Army. It was the proudest moment cf my life.”
Say,

every mother’s

32,871.000 tins of Velvet Tobacco were sent to the boys in
if placed end to end, to reach 2340 miles or nearly from
Brest.
ilow much it helped them, their friendly letters testify.

More than

France—enough,
New York to

Velvet makes friends easily—because, like true friendship, it has been
allowed to ripen naturally.
two years, Velvet ages in wooden hogsheads,
I
and when it comes out it is just right—no kick, no bite, no harshness.
You and

Roll

Velvet—begin

Velvet Cigarette. Nature-aged mildsmoothness make Velvet “just right”
jbr cigarettes. 45 Cigarettes tor 15c.
ness

that

friendship

f l>

a
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WOUNDED SOLDIERS LEARN FARMING
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ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subhereby gives notice that she has been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
CHARLES E. BANKS, late of Prospect,
in the County of Waldov deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
scriber

—

On the Poor’s Mills road, 1 1-2 miles
from the city. Its nearness to the city,
high elevation, beautiful scenery, good
substantial buildings, and the best of soil,
are some of the things that makes this
place a most desirable country home. It
■s especially adapted to poultry business
and has houses for one thousand hens. As
a truck farm it can’t be
beat, being very
early land and free from late and early
frosts. It has an orchard of 300 young
apple trees, besides pears, cherries and
plums and berries. Wood enough for
home use.
Artesian well at the door.
House contains six rooms and is lighted
by acetylene gas. If interested inquire of
iEVERETT L. HAMILTON,
At the Greenhouse, Belfast, Me.

by 4,052.
Massachusetts’ Girl Cited.
Paris (By Mail!— Miss Helen M.
King, of Northampton, Mass., a Y. M.
C. A. worker in Prance, has received a
regimental citation from Gen. Petain
for service with the 2nd Division.
“She has opened a great number of
canteens under
bombardment,” the
order says in part.

Sight

up”

“Those

being

at

’em

Dr. A. M.

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre

the Front

Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

g^WeBtorn^NewapaperUnlonJ

27tf

~WANTED“

Wounded soldiers, convalescing at base hospital No. 1, Gun Hill Road,
N. Y., are being given instruction in farming and agriculture. Not only does
this help the men regain their strength ond health, but provides them with a
trade which they may follow after demobilization.

| Antique Furniture and Hooked Rugs.
Anyone having anything in that line,
H. R. MCDONALD.
notify
27tf
Tel. 110

TESTING DOCK FOR SUBMARINES

For Sale

MOT Oft

SMALL FARM IN EAST BELFAST,
one mile from the postoffice.
The best of
soil with a southern slope. Large orchard,
nice lawn with maple shade. This place
will be sold at a price less than it would
cost to build the buildings. Terms cash.
A. T. JONES, East Belfast.
tf31

Probate
e
motor kitchens such as this were familiar sights with
many an
ied army, and a part of the diversified services the Army Y. M. C.
than
14
million men under arms. These
performed among more
kitchens went wherever needed, often right up to the front line. They
«re complete in
down
to the garbage and refuse cans.
even
every respect
The Hon. Mrs. Hoares is the worr an with the veil.

^ ANY GIRL CAN

This is

HAVE PRETTY EYES
girl or woman is pretty if her eyes
e(l, strained or have dark rings,
as

■

witchhazel, camphor, hydrastis,
mixed in Lavoptik eye wash,

lighten the

!“

■

and

a

week’s

use

sparkling and vivacious. The
will please you.
Dainty
num eye cup FREE.
Belfast Drug
16 Main Street.

change

1

eyes

-rprise you with its QUICK results.
iar use of Lavoptik keeps the eyes

1

OVER-ACIDITY
of the stomach has upset many

KmioidS

tongue before retiring and enjoy refreshing sleep. The purity and
goodness of Ki-moid* guaranteed by
SCOTT * BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTTS EMULSION

of the latest German submarine contrivances which has been
the allies. It is a 1081111!; dock for submarines.

one

to

A true copy.

a

night’s rest If your stomach is aciddisturbed, dissolve two or three

on the

surrendered

Notices.

WALDO bb. In Court ot Probate, held at
Belfast, in vacation, on the 16th day of July,
1919. Daniel M. Kimball, administrator on the
estate of Etta S. Kimball, late of Jackson, in
said County, deceased, having presented his
first and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
12th day of August next,and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not
be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson. Register.
Thomas Jefferson, according to WilPOSTSCRIPTS
liam M. Curtis, one of his biographers,
French scientists have obtained 14 was devoid of a sense of humor. Says
“He rarely told a story
per cent of sugar and 60 per cent of the latter:
alcohol from a cactus that grows pro- and seldom enjoyed one, and witticisms were wasted in his presence.”
lifically in Algeria.
A new shoe heel for use in slippery
More than 23 per cent of Scotland’s
illuminating gas is made in municipal weather has a number of adjustable
plants to more than 51 per cent in iI points which are pushed into position
Ireland and about 30 per cent in Eng- | for use by a lever on the back of the
heel.
land.

I

.-

<

i

The subADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
de
bonis
non, of
duly appointed administrator,
the estate of
“| MARY J. BECKETT, late of Islesboro,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
CARROLL R. BECKETT.

Islesboro, Me., July 8,1919,

demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to m*ke

payment immediately
JOSEPHINE G. BANKS,
Prospect, Me., July 8, 1919.
EXECUTOR'S

NOTICE.
The subscriber
notice that he has heen duly apexecutor of the last will and testa-

hereby gives
pointed
ment of

EMMA F, PATTERSON, late of Belfast,
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as tne law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
in the

are

desired to present the

and all indebted thereto
payment immediately.

same

are

.‘or settlement
to make

requested

I

At a Prouate Court, Hem at Belfast, within and
f.u the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
21st day of Juiy, A. D. 1919.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of Walter il. Coombs,
late of Belfast, in said County of vValdo, deceased. having been presented for probate
with petition praying that said will be allowed and that letters testamentary issue to her,
Lula M. Coomb3.she heing|the executrix named
therein, without bond, il being so provided in
said will.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear at
a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within

and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of
August next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should
not be proved, approved and
allowed and petition granted.

A true copy.

HERBERT HALL.
Belfast, Me., July 8, 1919.
FRANK

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subhereby gives notice that she has been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
CLIFTON WHiTTUM, late of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately,
MARION W. HUGHES.
Belfast, Me., July 8, 1919.
scriber

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of

JOHN A. PATTERSON, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

payment immediately.
EMILY

E. PATTERSON.

Belfast, Me., July 8, 1919.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
18th day of July, A. D. 1919.
A certain instrument, purported to be an
authenticated copy of the last will and testament and the probate thereof of Faustina R.
Ellingwood.l ate of Providence, Rhode Island,
deceased, having been presented for probate
with petition praying that the copy of said will
maybe allowed.tiled and recorded in the Probate
Court of said County of Waldo, and that letters testamentary be issued to Edith M.
Getz,
the executrix named therein, without giving
bond, in accordance with the request of said

testatrix.

Ordered, 1 nat notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
Probate Court.to be held at Belfast, with-

at a

in and for saiu County, on the second Tuesday
August next, at ten ot the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and
allowed and petition granted.

| of

ELLERY BOWuEN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The sub
Chas. E. Johnson, Register,
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator, witii the will annexed, of the estate in the State of Maine of At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within anp
I for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
LOUISE J. HOWE, late of Providence,
! 21st day of July, A. I). 1919.
in the County of Providence, state of Rhode
Ephraim M. Richards, guardian of Almeda
Island, djceased, and given bonds as the law
All persons having demands against J. Cunningham and Isabelle Caroline Cunningdirects.
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, havham
the estate of said deceased are desired to prea
sent the same for settlement, and all indebt- ing presented petition praying that he may be
licensed
to sell and convey at public or.private
ed thereto are requested to make payment imsale
certain
real
estate belonging to said wards
mediately to my authorized agent, Robert F. situated in
Belfast, in said County, and deDunton of Belfast, Me.
in
scribed
saij petition.
CHARLES P, SISSON.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
Providence, R. I., July 8, 1919.
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks succesCONSERVATOR’S NOTICE. The subscribsively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
er hereby gives notice that he has been duly
published at Belfast, in said County, that they
appointed conservator of the estate of
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
ANNIE L. DYER of Morrill,
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 12th
in the County of Waldo, and given bonds as the day of August, A. D. 1919, at ten of the clock
All persons having demands before noon, and show cause, if any they have
law directs.
against the estate of said Annie L. Dyer are why the prayer of said petitioner should not
desired to present the same for settlement and be granted,
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment

A true copy.

immediately.

EDWARD L. DYER.
North Haven, Me., June 10, 1919.
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
GERTRUDE D. CHASE, late of Waldo,
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
in the

payment immediately.

CHARLES G. BRYER.

Bangor, Me., July 8, 1919.

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson. Register.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subhereoy gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
scriber

REUBEN ABBOTT, late of Knox,
the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
JEREMIAH WEBB.
Knox, Me., July 8, 1919.
in

piling for J. F. Uerrity of Bangor on land owned by the Stockton Yard,

SEARSMONT.

Inc., whi:h was bought for ship-timber.
Several weeks will be required to complete the work.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Packard are receiving congratulations on the birth of a

to get out

HEAT WITH A CLARION
and you will have a warm building
at minimum expense. Clarions are
made to conserve coal. They control the fire. Every joint and draft
slide is fitted accurately. Materials
are selected with
great care for

Mr. W. H.

Send

us

estimate

SOLD BY W. A. HALL, BELFAST

Visit the Kiddies’ Shop
Church Street, Next Door to National Bank.

GEORG1E E. HALL.
consoled for

having the lowest score,
box of ginger.
Refreshments of
iced tea and cake were served, the hostess
being assisted in serving by her daugh-

town Saturday and Sunday.
Clarence L. Gilkey of
Bangor motored to Searsport Sunday for
and Mrs.

Mr.

the day.

^

Mrs. Frederick K. Sawyer and daughter Mildred of Bangor were the week end

guests of Mrs. Abbie Sawyer.
Mr. and Mrs. William Edwards and son
Scott of Brewer were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred

a

ters, Miss Sally Dow and Miss Kathryn
Dow. Among those present were Mrs.
A. B. Pendleton, Mrs. Melvin B. Thompson,

Harry Perry, Mrs. E. D. P.

Mrs.

Nichols, Mrs. C. N. Meyers, Mrs. J. W.
Black, Mrs. Frederick F. Black, Mrs.
Wm. Goodell, Mrs. B. F. Colcord, Mrs.
Lila Blee, Mrs. A. M. Ross, Mrs. N. F.
Gilkey, Mrs. A. A. Jackson, Miss Bush,

to its citizens.

turned to Bath Sunday by auto.

Mrs.

Roland Darling of Providence, R. I.,
route from
en
was in town Saturday,

Providence to Sandvpoint by auto.

The fact that

a

SPRINGS.

Percy Kneeland is visiting her

parents in Pittsfield.

A full attendance is desired

A party including Mr. and Mrs. Angus
Holmes, Angus Holmes, Jr., Miss Hazel
Hawes of Stockton Springs, and Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Davis cf Searsport, motored
to Bar Harbor Sunday in the Holmes car.
The party returned to Searsport Sunday

ing, August

as

this is the

last meeting before the sale.

Mrs. Simeon Ellis returned last week

are

Mrs.

in town for

a

car

of

Recitation,

Dr. and Mrs. Herman G. Hichborn and

Solo,
Recitation,

Lieutenant and Mrs. Nehemiah Roularrived Wedneslay from Boston,
the guests of Mis. Flora Roul-

stone

and

are

in Reservoir street.

stone

Lieut. Roul-

stone arrived in New York July Dth from
Brest, France, and went at once to Camp

Pike,

Little Flock, Arkansas, to discharge

Motor Transport Co. No. 8114, of which he
He is now on 15 days’
was in command.

leave, and expects to receive his discharge
at Camp De\ ens this week
Mrs. L. M Sargent entertained on Friday afternoon at her home in West Main
street in honor of her

daughters,

Mrs.

neers, has received his discharge from
the service at Camp Devens and arrived
visit wiih his mother, Mrs.

a

Ralph Bragg.
Mrs.

Morton

Carleton,

left for

her home in

Mrs. Harry Partridge of Boston

was

the guest of Mrs. John Wardwell several
days last week. She was called to Belfast
by the death of her mother and has the
Mrs. Lydia Emery and Mrs. F. A. Eddy,
mother and sister of Charles Emery,
from Bangor July 30th to spend the

and fancy crackers were served. The
following guests were present: Mrs. Al-

and

Mrs. Frank

Curtis of

L. C. Hav-

Mass., Mrs. Cecil
Faine and Mrs. Wm. Shoiey of Bath,
Joseph Sweetser, Mrs. Fred erica. F.
Black, Mrs. William Parse, Miss Mabel
Griffin, Miss Georgia I'ord, Miss Florence
ener

of

Worcester,

Alfred Halstead of Provi-

dence, R. I.,

arrived Sunday and are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Fletcher.
Mr.

ana

Mrs.

Minon

ijooaere

ana

daughter Muriel and Mrs. Rufus Mudgett
and

Miss

Nellie

Hichborn had

course

Chautauqua entertainments in Belfast and attended all, iinding
pleasant | them
very enjoyable.

Colcord.

Miss Mabel Grillin gave a very
party on Thursday afternoon at her home

Many of the guests
brought their young daughters or sons,
and the occasion was much enjoyed. The
hostess was assisted hy Miss Lucy Sargent and Miss Harriet Erskine, in serving
iced tea and fancy cookies. The guests
included Mrs. Sidney Webber and daugh-^
ter Betty, Mrs. Banning Blanchard and
daughter Anne, Mrs. F. K. Sawyer and
daughter Mildred, Mrs. Wm. Shorey and
daughter Eleanor, Mrs. Scott Blanchard
and son Scott, Jr., Mrs. Wilbur Blodgett,
Mrs. Harry Perry, Mrs. E. W. Gilkey,
Mrs. C. N. Meyers, Mrs. Albert Blanchard, Mrs. Bertrand Richardson, Mrs. L.

in West Main street.

C. Havener, Mrs. Cecil Paine, Mrs. Wm.
Mrs. Harriet Erskine, Miss Lucy

Parse,

Sargent and Miss Florence Colcord.
The members of the White Elephant
Auction Club

were very pleasantly enWednesday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Cora Dow in West Main
street. Four tables were arranged for the

tertained

Mrs. Rose Allen and daughters Helen
Marion, and daughter and husband,

Mr. and Mrs.

on

game and when scores were reckoned,
Mrs. Melvin B. Thompson was found to

tickets for

the

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Staples of Cambridge, Mass., and Willard G. Staples of

Mass., arrived Saturday
guests of their sister, Mrs.
oharles Emery and other relatives, expecting to remain ten days.

Newburyport,
and are

the

Dr. I. P. Park and

son

Lillian Gish and

“Fatty” Arbuckle

of

Piano

Due,

Olive Marriner

Piano Solo, “Estrella,”
Gladys Gove
Piano Solo, “Menuet,”

Linwood of Re-

Recitation,
Chorus,
By Young
Recitation,

Exercise,

Solo, “Second Mazurka,”

Godard

Nina Townsend

Elsie Piaisted

j Piano
Solo, “Betty Blue Eyes,”

1

Bonner
Priscilla Robbins
Piano Duo, “Flying Doves,”
Heins
Elizabeth Robbins, Miss Cobb
Piano Solo, “Edelweiss Glide Waltz,”
Vanderbeck
Irva Miller
Piano Solo, (a) “Cantigue D’ Amour,”

Smith

Piano

Solo,

lb) “Punchinello,”
Dug'ge
Ruth Robbins
“Quartet from Rigoletto,”

Verdi-Spindler
Nellie Brewster
Piano Solo, “Second Valse,”
Helen Piaisted
Piano

Solo,

“Buona

Godard

Nevin

Notte,”

Gladys Gove
Piano Duo,
Nellie

“Fanfare from V> m. Tell
Rossini
Overture,”
Brewster, Nina Townsend

Wentworth.
Allen

Knowlton,

who

has been

ing friends in Augusta and Washington
the past two weeks, arrived home last
week.
Mrs. Guy Stirling and two children of
Manchester, N. H., are in town for a visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Knowlton.
Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. P.

Mrs. Margaret Watson Jarvis and little
son are the guest of her parents.
Fred

Bean of

been passing a
home of C. M.

dence,

Dixmont is the

her daughter,

Mrs.

R.

O.

Baker, who have

two weeks’ vacation at the

Hurd, returned
I., Saturday.

to Provi-

Rev. Mr. Everts and family, who have

Merton

at the Grant cottage on Ponola Point
through the month of July, lefL for their

Miss Minnie Spearin of Bangor is
spending her vacation with her mother,
Mrs. Bowen.

home in Boston Friday.

When 290 striking workmen refused to
accept a 10 percent increase in wages offered by the Wright Wire Co., Palmer,
Stratton.
Mass., the plant was shut down. The
Mr. and Mrs. George Curtis anddaugh- strikers were paid off and stricken from
j the company pay-roll and their places
ter of Manchester, N. H., are boarding at
filled by other persons.
Mrs. Walter Twombly of Rockland is
guest of ner daughter, Mrs. Flora

the

O. B. Dow’s for two weeks.

Mrs. J. B. Palmer entertained the Whist
Club Aug. 1st.
first

prize,

Annie Durham

Lizzie Grant

won

second,

the

|

SAVED MY LIFE

Emma

SAYS MAN IN MAINE

T wombly third.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER'S

CASTOR IA

BKOUKS.

Henry O. Hanley of 17 Cross Street,
Belfast, Maine, writes us: “I ain feeling
lots better and think your Elixir (Dr.
True’s Elixir) saved my life.”
Dr. True’s Elixir is a great medicine, a
family laxative and worm expeller. It
tones the stomach, moves the bowels and
expels worms. Surprising it is how many
people have worms. Children suffer agony
from worms.
Signs or symptoms of
worms are: Deranged stomach, swollen
upper lip, sour stomach, offensive breath,
hard and full belly, with occasional gripings and pains about the navel, pale face
of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull,
twitching eyelids, itching of the nose,
itching of the rectum, short dry cough,
grinding of the teeth, little red points
sticking out on tongue, starting during
sleep, slow fever.
Write us if you want to. Address, Dr.
J. F. True & Co., Auburn, Maine.
Get Dr. True’s Elixir from your dealer
at once. The cost is small. It expels
On the marworms and restores health.

ket for

minute.

Mrs. Herbert Ellis of

BELFAST

Lyman, Colorado,

is visiting friends and relatives in town.
Ruth

M.

visiting her

Ames is

sister, Mrs. Mertie Harriman of Searsport.
Mrs. Rate A. Lane and daughter Gerwere visitors in China, Me., last

trude

week.
Mr. George Miller and
have employment in

son

Bath,

Owen,
are

who

at home

Sunshine

Comedy

Kinograms

PARTY
Grounds,

47 Court

St.,

over

60 years.

PRICE

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

MARKET

Apples,

per bbl.,
S3 00a 1 00
9
Beans, pea,
9
Beans, y. e.,
48a50
Butter,
15al6
Beef, sides,
15
Beef, f. q.,
36
Cheese,
35
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
65
35
Duck,
60
Errs,
35
Fowl,
32
Geese,
RETAIL PRICE

PAID

PRODUCER

BANGOR LIKF

I Hay,

$20 00a25 00
28
Hides,
28
Lamb,
Lambskinsl OOal 50
20
Mutton,
2 00
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
22
Straw, 10 00al2 00
26a82
Turkey,
2
Tallow,
20a 22
Veal,
Wool, unwashed, 60
Wood, hard, 8 00
6 50
Wood, soft,

Sl MMKIiJ SCHK1X ,
S. S. “Camden” will
leave i
1 uesdays,
Thursdays and Sat e
p. m. and the S. S. “City of p,
Mondays and Fridays at 2 p. m
ton and way landings.

RETURN
Leave Boston on Mondays,

Wednesdays, Fridays

5 p.

and Sat

j

m.

Leave Belfast

on

and
and

Tuesdays

Saturdays at 7.30 a. m., V,
Sundays at 8.30 a. m. for i
way landings,
Return—Leave Bangor Tues.l
days and Saturdays at 2. m M
Fridays at 10 a. m. for Be’lfas

RETAIL MARKET

Beef, corned,
Butter, salt,

!

35a38 Lime,
2 20
18a24 Oats,
1 02
2 34 Oat Meal,
8 I
Corn,
preach the sermon at the Congregational Cracked corn, 2 19 Onions,
16
Corn meal,
2 19 Oil, kerosene, 20a21 landings.
Church, next Sunday P. M.
Landing will be made at Sc.
42 Pollock,
15 |
Cheese,
has
w'ho
employment
Miss Berle Ginn,
I Cotton seed,
4 25 Pork,
35 Mondays, Wednesdays, Frida-.
in Mass., arrived home Saturday night
00 Rye meal,
8 days only.
Cranberries,
Clover seed, 32a42 Shorts,
for a few weeks’ vacation.
2 85
GEO. E. DUNTON
16
13 50a 15 00 Sugar,
10 1-2
Flour,
Bell
of
Miss Jessie Roberts
Mass., is If. G.
5
75
T.
1
35
seed,
Salt,
1.,
spending the summer vacation with her Lard,
40 Sweet potatoes, 00
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George A. Roberts.

living in the tenement
R. l’illey’s drug store.

and

are

over A.

Miss Admah Emmons was the guest of
Miss Annie Littlefield of Waldo Station
Wednesday of last week, attending the
dance at the Pavilion in the evening.
Miss Emily Brown,

R.

N., who has

been spending her vacation with her parand
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Brown
family, returned to her work in Great

there,

thejbest picobtainable every Wednesday and
Saturday evening at popular prices.
Union Hall and will show

tures

SOUTH FREEDOM
Many of our farmers have not yet finished haying.
Cliarles Dyer is visiting his daughter at
Lisbon Falls.
Mr. Eugene Greeley has recently bought
an Overland car.
Miss Barbara Hodges from Fairfield is
visiting at John Taylor’s.
There was a very large attendance at
Carroll Greeley’s ice cream sale last SatNext Saturday evening
urday night.
there will be dancing at his place.
Remedies.
Them.

girlj tot do, general housoc
lamily of.ituo. Apply [at

Office.

Hat or round bottom.
Also 23 ft. motor
boat with 5 H. P. engine.
Address
GEO. M. GRAY', Belfast, Me.,
Iw32*
P.O.Box 83.

Notice of forecIfiMii

How to Use

In general there will be no difficulty in
deciding what particular Remedy is required for any case. Read over the ac-

ERE AS, Hannah L. Carver
H. Carver of

**

18tf

A1 CITYPOINT

--

mortgage.
Dated tin's 22nd
t». &

of

Julv, A. i
day
MRS. ELIZ A BE I H
3 a 30

M.

TO LEI

WANTED

TO A SMALL FAMILY, an
tenement of live rooms, large
closet, electric lights and city v:
quire of
VV. E. HAMIL'l
At the Green
3w30*

Ap-

to

SWAN-WHITTEN CO.

E. H.

WANTED

30 Years'

fcxperiencv.

44 South Main Street,

Winterport

Office Days—Mondays and Tuc
Calls promptly attended.

SALEf

count of the disease in the Manual and
compare the same with the symptoms
present in the person. Read the direcIN SEAR SPORT
tions for preparing and giving the RemOne wood lot, 25 acres; one wood lot,
edy, and then follow them strictly, using
11 acres; one held, 6 acres.
Write to
no other medicines and making no appli2w32*
JOURNAL OFFICE.
cations except such as are directed in the 1
for
Remedies
the
book or on
wrapper.
Manual
CARD OF THANKS.
sale by Druggists everywhere.
mailed free.
We extend our sincere appreciation to
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE all who so
kindly, by personal ministraCO., Corner William and Ann Streets, tion or by gifts of beautiful
flowers,
New York.
helped to soften the grief of our recent
bereavement.
MARRIED.
Wilson w. Whitten,
Mr. and MRS. A. J. Knowiton,
HARVEY-THEBERT. In Belfast, August
Wilson W. Knowlton.
2, by Fred Waldo Brown, J. P., Melvin
Harvey and Aurelia Thebert, both of
CARD OF THANKS
Belfast.
Leeman-PACKARD. In Belfast, Aug.
We wish to thank all our friends and
4, by Rev. A. E. W Ison, George Arthur neighbors for the flowers and words of
Leeman of Etna and Miss Grace Mae sympathy so kindly given and spoken at
Packard of Bangor.
the passing on of our wife and mother.
MERRITHEW-FITCH. In Belfast, August
Thomas T. Connell,
*
2, Carl A. Merrithew and Gladys Fitch,
Frances Louise Connell.
both of Belfast,
TRICHY-SEEKINS. In Belfast, July 28,
CARD OF THANKS
by Carleton Doak, N. P., Edward Levi
We
wish
to thank all the neighbors and
both
of
Trichy and Edna Minnie Seekins,
Waldo.___ friends who sent flowers to the funeral of
our father.
ALFRED ELI.IS,
Marteli, Ei.hs,
DIED.
Eugene Ellis,
Lena Wall,
In Belfast, August 6, Miss
BLACK.
Flora Jackson,
Hattie M. Black, aged 51 years, 3 months
Ambrose
Ellis.
and 18 days.
Hiram Ellis.
HARRIMAN. In Swanville, July 31,
Sewall B. Harriman, formerly of Prospect, aged 82 years, 2 months, 20 days.
HEAL. In Belfast, July 30, Lulu Isabelle, wife of Amasa S. Heal, aged 58
years, 11 months and 30 days.
HlRSCH. In Waldo, August 3, Lloyd
WITH CHAPIN FARM AcENCY
Hirsch, aged 14 years.
ROSE. In North Islesboro, July 30, ROOMS 6-7 ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.
Mrs. Julia A. Rose, aged 82 years, 6
tf30
Telephone 16-12
months and 6 days.

Boyingttin

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST

To buy, and will pay the highest market price for, all kinds of feed sacks,
sheeps wool, pelts, hides and skins.
PORTLAND IRON &
METAL CO., INC.,
418 Commercial St., Portland, Maine.

FOR

t

recorded in Waldo County i.
Deeds, Book 333, Page 16, cmiviundersigned, the following descr;
I tate, formerly the estate of Isaac
| ceased, to wit, the homestead of sai
ver, situated in said Searsport,on : i
of the Main Street, includii g the
between Main and Union Street,
two acres, more or less, with all tu
thereon; and r» corded in Waldo
Deeds, Book 185, Page 293; and u
condiuion of said mortgage has l
now, therefore, by reason of the br
condition thereof I claim a foreci

Two acres of land, five minutes walk
from station, school, stores, etc.
Good
buildings. Price right. Inquire of
H. L. SEEE1NN, City.

ply

a

\u

and

Residence lor Sale

A five-room tenement.

Searsport,

Waldo and State of Maine, 1
gage deed dated the tiftetnth day

of

EKE, EAR, ROSE and THROAT.
OFFICE HOURS—9 tof 2, 1 to 5.

H

\V7

DR. CLEMENT
Howes’ Building, luesdays.

Mr. George C. Thompson of Belfast,
and manager of the Colonial Theatre
has taken over the management of

Humphreys’

A

FAMILY ROWBOATS

Likes, 111., Aug. 1st.

Dr.

WANTED

For Sale

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert C. Ellis have returned from their wedding trip to Bdston

Loon Island.

relatives in town.

ment.

guessing and thrilling right up to the last

ADMISSION.25 CENTS

and Mrs. David Wilson and two

sons of Bath arrived last week to pass
the month at the Knowlton cottage on

Irving Bailey spent the week-end with

you

over-

Miss Leta

Miss Idris Rogers is the guest of friends
in town.

delightfully

AFTERNOON AND EVENING

the past year, has received his discharge and arrived home last week.

talk with illustrations,
Rev. F. P. Morgan
Offering for missions.
Drill and Song, “Scatter Bright Smiles”
Pantomine, “The listening car of night”
Rev. Nathan Hunt
Benediction,

are

Tuesday and Wednesday, August 12-1:3

seas

Missionary

Things

mixed up in ‘Louisiana
So much so that it
keeps

From the famous stage
A fine example
of good screen entertain-

St. Francis Parish

for a few weeks.
Piano Trio, “Feast of the Rose March,”
Thuillier
Mrs. Howard Webb has sold her resiHelen Piaisted, Vena Miller
dence on Gibbs Hill to Guy Patterson
Ruth Robbins
Piano Solo, (a) “Autumn Idyl,”
Renard who now occupies it.
(b> “Light of Heart,” Ferrati
1
Rev. Wesley Wiggin of I.oston will

Grace Gurney

Morning Light Grange held a very interesting meeting Aug. 2nd. The bond
issue was discussed. Saturday evening,
from war-service in France and Italy as Aug. 9th, will be pie night and the Lane
land plan will be discussed. Past Masters
a member of the Medical Corps.
C. C. Clements and W. S. Parker will
and
ElizaGriflin
Mrs. James
daughter
will have
beth left last Thursday for their home in open the subject. This grange
North Adams. Mr. Griffin could not leave a picnic at the fair grounds Aug. 22nd
dinner. The North Waldo
his business to join them, as desired, but with a picnic
Pomona will also hold a field meeting on
the
fall
to
visit
come
later
in
to
expects
the same date at the fair grounds. State
his mother, Mrs. Annie Harriman.
Master Thompson and Dean LeonS. MerFort
and
son
Jesse
of
Jesse Wilson
rill and John W. Roberts, Commissioners
Collins, Col., and his mother, Mrs. J. F. of Agriculture, will be the speakers.
Wilson of Belfast, called on Mrs. Frank There will be sports for both old and
will make
Jackson and Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. yo ung. It is hoped everyone
an effort to be present.
Ames last Friday. Mr. and Mrs. Ames
met Mr. Wilson while in Colorado last

be highest. She received as a prize, a
Alvah C. Treat went to Vinalhaven
china pin tray. Mrs. Harry Perry was July 30th, with a crew of men and teams,

Paderewski

Young, who has been visitMargaret Thompson ing for several days in town, left last
Mrs. Leroy Paul week tor her home in
Springfield, Mass.
“The Rainbow”
Miss Sara Hibbert, who has been visitPrimary Girls

vere, Mass., arrived Saturday to spend a
week with his mother, Mrs. C. C. Park.
The young man has recently returned

spring.

Heins

Vena Miller

j

“Louisiana”

success.

LAWN

Miss

Piano Solo, “Moonlight Waltz,” Sparrow

Alice Rowe
Elizabeth Morgan
Katherine Hunt
“Old and New Hymns,”
Ladies and Young Men

Solo,

guest of
Haley.

Rye,”
Presser

“Daises,”

Little Ones

Recitation,

Mrs.

Imogene Hart
(a) “Coming Thro’ the
lb) “.\obin Adair,”

Miss Cobb, Arc lne Piaisted

Piano

bill.

Martin

iN

Billy Parson’s
Two Act Comedy

in “LOVE”
Come early for this bit

Vivian

"111 HU”

Robert Harron

Elizabeth Robbins
“Just a Bunch of Flowers,”

Spaulding

daughters

MONKUt.

day with him. He is now confined to the
bed and all friends express sympathy.

York,
Waban, Mass., Mrs.

Recitation,
Exercise,

sympathy of friends in her loss.

Cecil Paine and Mrs. William Shorey of
Bath.
Refreshments of raspberry shrub

bert Blanchard of New

Exercises,

Crystal, Recitation,

lirst of the week accompanied
by her little daughter Virginia.

came

Solo,

Rowe and Katherine Hunt
Basil Heal
Esther Hunt
LIBERTY.
“Come Unto Me,”
By the little ones
Anna Gurney
Mrs. bertha Sylvester is home from
Maud Jackson Beltast for a few
days.
Lester Cillev
Mrs. Richard Ayer of Rockland is
Harold and Elson Blood |
Dorothy Huckins visiting at the home of Hon. L. C. Morse.
“Rock of Ages”
Mrs. Augusta Shattuck of Middleboro,
Primary Girls
Ola Heal Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. B. B.

who has been *Solo,

visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. F.

Titcomb,
Me., the

Piano

Alice
Duet,
Recitation,
Solo,
Exercise,

of

Camden, expecting the arrival
daughter, Mrs. Harry E. Winslow
Quincy, Mass., at an early date.

for

FEATURING

Saturday

4th.

few days.

Sanborn and two

from

Friday

“IE HEART SUSIE"

IN

Piano Duo, “Brave Boys March,’’ Otho
Irva Miller, Priscilla Robbins
Piano Solo, "Autumn Twilight,” Anthony

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Haskell of Port-

her

Margaret

served and the evening
picnic supper
around a huge
was delightfully spent
driftwood fire.
was

Wallace Reid

ner:

Lewiston are visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John Fenwick.

for their usual summer vacation,
Miss Evelyn Jackson gave a very en- Friday
coming through from Cambridge in their
joyable shore party on the Jackson shore |
car.
on Saturday evening, in honor of her
Lester M. Bragg, 1st Lieut, of EngiMiss
Lawson. A
house

guest,

D. W. Griffith's

The following program
was presented in a very creditable man-

Arthur Hatch has exchanged his
for a six cylinder Buick.

Dr. and Mrs. H. Everett Hichborn arrived

night.

Friday

8.3q

a

cessation of business.

land

Luther Scott of Kingman is visiting

but it has been

The pupils of Miss Mary Cobb gave a
recital at the Grange hall Monday even-

MORRILL.

his brothers and sister in town.

who will visit relatives there.

Thursday

great
home,
pleasure to the people to visit her, for
they always found her cheerful and received a cordial welcome. She was a
lady of refinement and of Christian character. To know her was to love her.

de-

new

Austin Shute arrived from Boston SatMrs. Royal of Belfast spent Sunday
urday to spend a two weeks’ vacation with the Misses Emma and Nellie HichFred Murch of Butney, Vt., is the
with his mother, Mrs. Alice Shute.
born.
guest of his mother and sister, Mrs. LotAustin Vaughan of Belfast is assisting
Miss Emma Hichborn is spending her tie and Miss Flora Murch.
his brother, Donald Vaughan, in the two weeks’
vacation with her sister,
Guy Gray, recently from overseas, and
Searsport Drug Store for the present Miss Nellie Hichborn.
Maurice Pearson of Boston have been
week.
Dr. Charles Jennys and wife, and daugh- recent guests at Mrs. Walter Pearson’s.
Mrs. Melvin B. Thompson returned the ter and
husband of Belfast called on Mr.
Mrs. Zylphia Dickey, one time resident
first of the week from New York, where and Mrs.
Herbert Rogers Sunday.
of this town, now living in New Hampher husband has been on shore leave for
Mrs. Walter Trundy and daughters, shire, has been calling upon old friends
two weeks.
Evelyn and Edith, returned Friday from the past week.
Samuel Beals, who has been the guest a visit with relatives in Frankfort.
Morrill Sunday school held its annual
of Mrs. James Merryman and Miss Angie
Mrs. Frank H. Cousens arrived from Children’s Day concert at the church last
Gilmore, returned recently to his home in
Brockton, Mass., Saturday, and is the Sunday evening and the church was full
Springfield, Mass.
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Orilla Libby.
to the doors.
A collection of $8.50 was
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Sweetser left
Earle Gardner arrived from Boston realized for the children’s mission boxes.
by boat Wednesday for Bucksport, where
Sunday and will be with his mother, Mrs. The following program was carried out
they will be the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Carrie Gardner, for an indefinite time.
Singing,
Congregation
Charles Richards.
Mrs. F. P. Morgan
Scripture reading,
A party of C E. Club members to the
Rev.
Nathan Hunt
Prayer,
Capt. and Mrs. Frank Curtis and daughnumber of 20 went to Belfast last Thurs- Singing,
Congregation
ter Loessa arrived Thursday by auto from
Junior Class
day to attend the Chautauqua entertain- Scripture verses,
their home in Waban, Mass., to spend a
Recitation,
Mona Gurney
ment,
few weeks at their summer home in West
Elvira Sanborn
Eva Whitcomb
Capt. H, L. Rawding, H. L. Hopkins,
Main street
Primary Dept,
John McLaughlin, Merrill Peasley and Singing and exercise,
Mr. anu Mrs. James H. Duncan and
Juanita White
Archie McLaughlin attended the races in Recitation,
Clara Adams
daughter Martha left Friday by auto for Pittslield
Saturday.
Evelyn Young
Deer Isle, where they will spend the
Velma Blodgett
The Ladies’ Aid wull meet with Mrs,
month of August. They were accom‘‘Seed Planting”
Alvali Treat this, Thursday, afternoon. Exercise,
panied as far as Bluehill by Miss Minerva
vocal,
Primary Girls

Gray,

make their

vice is being installed for automatically

Miss Walker.

STOCKTON

ed her

feeding the cans to the sealing machine,
by Mr. McKewen of the American Packing Co., seems proof that there will be no

Burr, recently.

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Paine, daughters
Virginia and Mary, and son Philip, re-

Dr. Adelbert Millett and Earl Haley of
Belfast were guests for a short time of
Miss A. M. Millett, July 29.

rumor

contributed to the project when the factory was proposed and the town has also
aided as a means of gaining employment

7.00 and

Mr. John Lane of Whitman, Mass., has
been the guest of his niece, Mrs. Mary
Bryant, for a few weeks.

30th,

a

EVENING

at 2.30

The funeral of Mrs. Martha, wife of Mr.
persists that it will soon be
taken over by the Great Eastern Fisheries Wilson Whitten, was held at their home
Co., which is buying up numerous fish Friday at 2 p. m., Rev. Mrs. Harrison offactories in this vicinity and will have ficiating. Besides her husband, Mrs. Whitheadquarters in Rockland. E. M. Law- ten leaves one daughter, Mrs. Alonzo
rence and Walter Rich were of the party.
Knowllon, and one grandson, Wilson
It is hoped that work will go on in this Knowlton of Claremont, N. H. Mrs.
factory as usual, as its closing would Whitten has been unable to go out very
mean a loss to the town.
Many citizens much since they came to Searsmont to
and

FOR GOOD VALUES

l with

daughter,

Mrs. George Heaton of Thomaston visitbrother, Mr. J. W. Skinner, recentThe date of the Ladies’ Aid sale has
ly and together they called on old friends.
been changed to Aug. 14th. Many beauThe Ladies’ Aid will serve one of their
tiful pieces of embroidery and fancy artifamous
suppers this, Thursday, night.
cles will be in evidence, as well as useful
Aprons and other articles will be on sale.
articles, including pillow cases and aprons,
Mr. Pearl Wiley, who was in the serand a patchwork quilt. It is expected
that there will be a food table, a flower vice, returned from Prance recently and
is the guest of his mother, Mrs. Elizabeth
table and a mystery table.
A short entertainment is planned for the evening, Wiley.
Mr. J. W. Skinner has received a card
with a dance to follow and ice cream for
refreshments.
announcing the birth of a grandson, Russell Fredson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
A party of interested men inspected
Skinner, in Hartford, Conn.
the Lawrence canning factory July

E^biished Bangor, Maine

Chester L. Bailey of Camden was in

joined by his brother and wife, Mr.

were

and Mrs. George Staples and two children of Pittsfield, Maine for Sunday in
the old home.
All left for their respective homes on Monday.

WOOD a BISHOP CO.

_

been guests of his mother,
Horace Staples, for a week and

Mrs.

service.
your plans and let
on vour needs.

SEARSPORT.

Malden,

Mass., have

strength and long
us

Staples

and wife of

MATINEE

Priscilla,

Caution Notice
Whereas my wife, Gertrude M
has left me without just cause.
forbid anyone trusting or harb
on my account, as I shall pay n
her contracting after this date.
Belfast, July 31, 1919.
DANA H. i.
2w31*

WANTED
GIRLS TO SNIP STRING BI \
the Saco Valley Canning Compan
Work «
on upper High Street.
about the 9tb of August.
AppK
2w31
ARTHUR ROM'!■

NOTICE
I wish to

announce

that 1

wi

Dental offices in

Masonic

Temple, MonddV, Au.ki

DR. MILTON C. STEPhtNMIN
Telephone 223-3

TO LEASE
Laundry Building
On High Street, Belfast, oppose
sonic Temple. Entire building, t«'
Will be leased for a
and basement.
of years, for mercantile purposes
J. S. HARH1M AN
tf31

Albert E. Andrews
Real Estate-Timberlands

FOR SALE
Bakery,

restaurant and ice cream

1

Doing good business. Good rea-'1
For particulars enquire a}
for selling.
ness.

^

Main Street

Tel. 329-3.

